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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 

This master thesis describes and treats the conflict 
between usability and safety in designing industrial 
interfaces. With literature studies and case studies as a 
base it analyzes valuable characteristics that are 
important to include in a design process to increase the 
possibility to solve this conflict. Further, the thesis 
investigates several existing design methods and the 
most valuable parts are extracted and merged into a new 
method that this thesis argues to have the ability to 
bridge the gap between safety and usability. The TSAR 
method, (Task and Safety Analysis Rationale), is based 
on parts of several existing and established methods 
proven to work due to extensive usage. 

  
Keywords: Design method, safety, usability, industrial 
interface. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 
The major responsibility of Human-Computer Interaction, (HCI), is to enhance the 

communication quality between man and machine. To reach that goal, we must have 
knowledge regarding human goals, human capabilities and limitations together with 
the capabilities and limitations of computers. This results in a need to go deeper into 
the subject by evaluating social organizations and psychological aspects in the users’ 
surroundings and environments. Hence, HCI is an interdisciplinary research area with 
ties to computer science, cognitive psychology, social psychology and behavior, 
ergonomics, linguistics and philosophy.  

 
Many sources claim that we are generally bad at making usable designs. Does this 

mean that the software companies have not embraced HCI as something of high 
importance? A question that arises from this is if the companies don’t care about HCI 
or if it actually is a complicated and complex task to make a usable design. The latter 
alternative is, as we see it, the actual case. Consequently, what are the complexities 
with making a good design for industrial applications? Is it merely a question of time, 
experience and maturity? Material design has been evolving in the last 2 million years 
compared to the 30 years of immaterial design [26].  

 
As we started to get more interested in industrial approaches of designing 

interfaces we discovered a conflict between usability and safety. As we started our 
literature studies on safety and usability, more instances of this conflict came to our 
knowledge. We decided that we should perform case studies at companies in the 
industry to find out if they experienced the conflict. With the aid from literature studies 
we performed an analysis on the results from the case studies. The purpose of the case 
studies was to elicit important characteristics that could be valuable in a design 
method. With these results in mind we conducted some research on existing methods 
to find a method that supported these characteristics and that could bridge the gap of 
the conflict between usability and safety. As we did not find a method that was suited 
for solving this problem, we decided to extract valuable parts of different methods to 
see if they could be merged into one method for our purpose. It was then the idea of   
the TSAR method was born. As we see it, TSAR is the first method that we know of 
that has the ability to bridge the conflict between usability and safety.  
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2 THESIS FRAMEWORK 
 
In this chapter we intend to describe the scope, limitations, problems and research 

questions that constitute the thesis. We will also give a short introduction to the 
structure of the thesis. 

 

2.1 Scope and Limitations 
 
HCI is widely known as a vast area of research. With its many disciplines and 

perspectives it is impossible for us to cover all aspects of HCI in this thesis as for 
every aspect there are various methods and schools for both designing HCI and 
verifying its intentions. Therefore we must set hard limitations on both the area of the 
working environment of the software and the aspects thereof. The limitations also 
mean that we will set our interest at only graphical industrial interfaces. By this we 
mean interfaces that are used in industrial environments and in other processes that 
need to be safe and that are sensitive to interruptions in critical phases. We intend to 
cover those areas and disciplines that are relevant only for the scope of this thesis.  

 

2.2 Problem Description 
 
Industrial interfaces must be safe in the meaning of that they cannot allow the user 

to make fatal mistakes. To do this, a popular method is to let the system handle errors 
and then in a way hide information from the user, making him unaware of what 
actually happens, why it happens and the possible choices that he can make to avoid it. 
This is good in a safety or fault tolerant view, but from a user perspective this method 
can decrease the mental model that the user makes of the system [26]. Building a 
mental model of a system is the human individual’s way of learning the system and 
avoiding errors. This clearly shows that hiding problems, (e.g. auto-correcting without 
prompting), only produces a skew view of the system or process. On the other hand, in 
an industrial environment, we can not allow the process to be interrupted by systems 
that are eager to display pointers in situations the user can’t even affect. Clearly there 
is a trade-off between these two attributes. Where does one set the balance point and 
must there be one? Is it possible to produce a system that possesses all the aspects of 
the attributes safety and usability in an industrial environment? 

2.3 Hypothesis 
 
The fact that usability and safety has different goals leads to a conflict between 

making safe systems and usable systems. Is it necessary that one property is 
implemented on cost of another? Must there be a trade-off? Are there possible methods 
that enables us to design and test these kinds of systems and that takes this trade-off 
into account? 
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2.4 Research Methodology 
 
We will in this section describe what type of research methodology we have 

applied in our research project. We will also describe the type of interview 
methodology we have used to gather evaluative data. Finally we will describe how this 
data was analyzed in the perspective of the theories of safety and usability. This 
analysis was the fundament to our conclusive recommendations regarding methods 
and techniques suitable for conducting usable yet safe industrial interfaces.  

 

2.4.1 Interactive and Qualitative Research 
 
We have both chosen action and qualitative research as a base for our research 

methods. The basic concept in action research is characterized by the close interaction 
between action and research and between praxis and theory in a variation process. This 
are features that we considered valuable in the process of conducting our specific 
work. We have deliberately not followed the method by the book, since we find that 
the traditional action research has obvious flaws in terms of its shortsightedness, weak 
connections to theory and lack of critical distance [41]. With this knowledge we chose 
to engage in a slightly more development-oriented variant of action research described 
as the interactive approach. The interactive approach and the action research approach 
both have the ambition for change i.e. that the research should result in development or 
a solution to a problem [41]. The research methods and approaches may vary – from a 
direct cooperation to a more distanced analysis. [41] This positive effect together with 
the educational perspective is a contribution to the choice of action research as a base 
research method. Another benefit that comes with the interactive approach is that we 
obtain the possibility of reaching collaborative development-oriented interplay 
between the researchers, (ourselves), and the environment that is studied. In addition to 
these research approaches, we have also conducted ordinary literature studies. 

 

2.4.2 Qualitative Interviews 
 
The basic concepts behind qualitative interviews can be derived from the theories 

within qualitative research. The paradigm of qualitative research involves the ideas 
and the approach of trying to see something from other people’s viewpoints and with 
this perspective in mind collect data and material. The data is in some form collected 
together with that environment that is studied. One specific way of collecting the data 
is to make interviews with individuals that are involved in the environment that is 
studied. According to S. Kvale, the qualitative research interview is a dialogue 
between two parts with reference to a topic of mutual interest. It is a form of human 
interplay where knowledge is developed trough human dialogue interaction. In the 
perspective of our research prerequisites, one strong reason for execution qualitative 
interviews is the fact that research has proven this methodology to be highly suitable 
for data gathering and to reach awareness and understanding from the perspective of 
the data and the specific environment that is studied. [25]. 
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2.4.3 Data Collection and Documentation 
 
Our main objective with the interviews was to gain knowledge regarding safety 

and usability conflicts in the process of developing industrial interfaces. We contacted 
several different types of companies which all had some type of development 
department responsible for designing industrial interfaces. We contacted the 
companies through e-mail, presented our work and asked if they were willing to 
participate in an interview. After receiving positive response, we decided to settle with 
three interviews (three different companies) and scheduled meetings with persons 
responsible for developing graphical industrial software at the companies. We 
prepared several interview questions relevant to issues concerning safety and usability 
but also questions concerning the development processes of the companies. 

 
Before each planed interview, we sent approximately fifteen pilot questions to the 

person that was to be interviewed, giving the person the opportunity to prepare and 
maybe get familiar with the specific topic. In addition to these questions, we had 
several other complicated and maybe more profound questions. Despite the interview-
bound questions, there was plenty of room for spontaneous questions and discussion. 
The interview atmosphere was always a bit nervous in the beginning. According to S. 
Kvale, the interviewer must try to build an as safe as possible atmosphere so that the 
interviewed person feels safe enough to speak freely [25]. To create this safety, we 
conducted all our interviews at the interviewed person’s office or other familiar 
environments at the company. The two of us in pair conducted all of the interviews. 
One was responsible for asking the questions and the other was responsible for 
documenting the answers. One of the positive things with conducting the interviews in 
pair is that the roles can be divided (as described above), this may lead to a better 
focus on the interview which will contribute to a greater amount of collected data. It 
may also lead to an increased understanding of the interview output. We also think that 
the collected data was easier to discuss since we both was present at every interview. 
The day after every interview we took the time to completely rewrite the whole 
interview into case studies. These case studies were then sent to the person that was 
interviewed (expect from the material containing our actual analysis or summation) as 
to check if we had understood the answers correctly. 

 

2.4.4 Data Analysis 
 
When performing an analysis of material derived from a qualitative interview the 

researcher shall first read trough the specific interview, this in order to obtain a main 
feeling of it. It will then be much more credible to seek understanding in specific 
issues. [25] The purpose of the interviews was to see if the persons interviewed could 
see a usability or safety issue that they thought was a problem. The goal of the analysis 
is to find properties, situations and other facts that can work as a fundament to a 
general method for developing safe and yet usable industrial interfaces. We pick from 
the statements derived from the interviews and compare them to the theories from 
literature. We wish to examine the methods in real life to see how it actually works and 
to find contradictions in theory and praxis.  
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2.5 Expected Outcome 
 
We intend to find a possible method that balances safety and usability when 

designing industrial interfaces. We also intend to find a way to verify the design 
derived from this method, that is, with safety and usability in mind. 

 

2.6 Thesis Outline 
 
The thesis is structured in the following way. First a short theoretical background 

concerning HCI, (Human-Computer Interaction), is given together with brief parts 
from chosen fundamental practices and standards involved in the area of HCI. After 
this the case studies conducted at Danisco Sugar, Gambro and Tetra Pak is accounted 
for. Further, the literature studies on the subjects of safety and usability are given as 
well as summated as a base for the case study analyses which is the following chapter. 
Following the case study analysis, the literature studies on design methods are 
submitted and a brief analysis of them is given. With the knowledge provided from the 
case studies and literature studies, a method proposal is introduced including a 
theoretical presentation, an example and walkthrough of usage, and a discussion and 
motivation arguing benefits and drawbacks of the method. Finally the conclusions and 
discussion derived from the thesis is presented as well as examples on future work. 
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3 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
 
This chapter aspires to describe the general issues and the fundamental concepts of 

HCI. We will also give a short historical perspective of the subject as well as the 
history of research within the area together with some formulated standards coupled to 
human computer interaction. The chapter is concluded by illuminating the 
multidisciplinary issues of human-computer interaction partly from a philosophical 
perspective as well as from a psychological point of view. The latter two sections aim 
to visualize the broad spectra of HCI and must not be read to follow further reasoning. 

 

3.1 HCI, Background and Issues 
 
The world has over the past thirty years faced an unstoppable revolution of 

computerization. This phenomenon has in many ways changed the modern society in a 
radically way. Our society is today highly dependent on computerized assistance in for 
example banking and account affaires, ordinary salary payments and other 
administrative services or business transactions. We have also engaged computers in 
even more safety-critical environments and facilities such as nuclear-power plants, air 
traffic control and in different kinds of medical equipment. It is therefore of great 
importance that the interaction between humans and computers in environments as 
these is accurate and that the communication between man and machine is working 
properly. 

 
Together with the last years of dramatic advances in information technology the 

need of understanding the many factors and disciplines in Human Computer 
Interaction (HCI) has emerged even more. We can however today by applying the 
knowledge from the areas of HCI execute credible methods and techniques that 
hopefully will help us develop efficient, usable and successful software systems. 

 

3.2 Historical Perspective 
 
The term and research area of Human Computer Interaction was adopted in the 

mid-1980s straight evolving from the study of Man-Machine Interface in the 1970s. In 
contrast to the early research of the seventies that mostly concerned user-interface 
design deals Human Computer Interaction with all aspect of computer interaction, 
disciplines spanning from computer science, cognitive psychology, ergonomics and 
philosophy etc. 

 
Most of these disciplines have now been accepted and recognized as part of HCI, 

however the diversity and shift of interests in various disciplines has over the years 
varied, most likely due to the vast technological developments. It was for example in 
the early 1980s from a psychological perspective popular to study topics such as menu 
names and depth versus breadth in menu design, when focusing on information 
processing aspects in computer system design. The early and mid 1980s was also 
dominated by usability issues from a single-user computer perspective, this as a result 
of the great PC-expansion at that time. [34]  

 
In the late 1980 and 1990 has the trend been towards areas such as communication, 

multimedia and virtual reality. Other topics and technologies embraced by information 
technology and the Internet explosion such as integration and interaction of media 
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together with group working and mobility has made the HCI community aware of the 
importance of understanding the interaction between many users across different kinds 
of interfaces and technologies, this in order to improve the new technologies and to 
understand their impact of such technologies in the modern society. 

 
It is due to the broad range of disciplines and interests hard to define a precise 

definition for HCI, however the research group SIGCHI at the ACM society has put 
together an identifying definition providing us a broad characterization of what HCI is 
about, namely: 'human-computer interaction is a discipline concerned with the design, 
evaluation and implementation of interactive computing systems for human use and 
with the study of major phenomena surrounding them'. Most researchers agree with 
this definition, putting the user of a specific system in focus and in a central role when 
dealing with concerns within the area of HCI. There are over the years several 
examples on were HCI-research has contributed to amazingly improvements in 
computer usability. Brad A. Myers has in “A Brief History of Human Computer 
Interaction Technology” found that the ever-present graphical interface used by 
Microsoft Windows 95 (and its successors) is based on the Macintosh, which is based 
on work at Xerox PARC, which in turn is based on early research at the Stanford 
Research Laboratory (now SRI) and at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology [29]. 
He also argues that almost all software written today utilizes user interface toolkits and 
interface builders, concepts which first were developed at universities. Human-
Computer Interaction has from a historically perspective gained nearly all-important 
innovations from research directed and managed at both corporate research labs and 
universities [29]. As concluded by Brad A. Myers it is therefore important to continue 
the university research enabling us to develop the science and technology needed in 
future HCI. 
 

3.3 Fundamental HCI Concepts 
 
Within the area of Human Computer Interaction there are some fundamental 

concepts and standards that are important to understand. As we have addressed earlier, 
the study of HCI is multi-disciplinary. However, the greatest influence of engineering 
on HCI and consequently on interface and system development is trough Software 
Engineering. [34]  

 
J. Preece has discovered, even though this great influence is a fact, some key 

differences between HCI and Software engineering. J. Preece claims that the 
differences between the two areas are that:”HCI is based on the premises that design 
should be: user-centered and involve users as much as possible so that they can 
integrate knowledge and expertise from the different disciplines that contribute to HCI 
design and finally be highly iterative so that testing can be done to check that the 
design does indeed meet users requirements”. [34] These differences lead us to the 
question regarding the underlying aim and challenges of HCI. According to 
“Interacting with Computers”, the underlying aim of work in HCI is to develop or 
improve the safety, utility, effectiveness, efficiency and usability of systems that 
include computers and to ensure that they integrate well in the organizational settings 
in which they are used [4].  

 
The challenges is on the other hand to keep up with the rapid changes in computer 

technology and to handle the conflicts and the trade-off’s between different design 
goals derived from the different disciplines that make up HCI. As mentioned by J. 
Preece a clear understanding regarding how different disciplines can contribute to HCI 
is needed in order to solve issues emerging from conflicting disciplines.  
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We can as a result from the above definitions; goals and challenges conclude that 

the conceptual role for HCI in system design is to enhance the quality of the 
interaction between human and computers. In doing this we need to gain knowledge 
about human abilities, goals and limitations together with knowledge about computer 
capacities and limitations [34]. 

 

3.4 Standards 
 
The International Standard Organization has in ISO 9241 specified several types of 

standards for a diversity of technology and ergonomically requirement coupled to 
Human Computer Interaction. Concerns covered in ISO 9241 are among other things 
human-computer dialogue, aspects of display design and user guidance. A common 
problem with standards associated to computer science are that they quickly will be 
outdated as a result of the fast technically development in the field. Standardization 
organization often works around this problem by producing general standards, which 
as little as possible are based on product specific characteristics. This fact is in contrast 
also criticized in terms of to generalize standards, setbacks that might result in to 
vague or wrongly interpretations of the given information. Despites the criticisms are 
standards after all a formalization of guidelines and heuristics that in some way have 
been recognized as important and widely relevant. HCI-standards are there to help 
designer develop and maintain good interface design in such aspects as designing for 
safety, effectiveness, efficiency and usability in mind. The International Organization 
for Standardization has in ISO 13407:1999(E) specified some very useful and 
important heuristics and guidance on human-centered design activities. These 
guidelines are rather general but since further methodologies in some way are built 
around these essential properties, we considered them necessary to mention. The 
following standards are as we see it the most valuable basic and general reflections 
that has to be considered in every attempt of Human Computer Interaction design: 

  
“Whatever the design process and allocation of responsibilities and roles adopted, the 
incorporation of a human-centered approach is characterized by the following: 

a) the active involvement of users and a clear understanding of user and task 
requirements; 
b) an appropriate allocation of function between users and technology; 
c) the iteration of design solutions; 
d) multi-disciplinary design.” 
 
“One of the most important human-centered design principles concerns the appropriate 

allocation of function - the specification of which functions should be carried out by the users 
and which by the technology. These design decisions determine the extent to which a given job, 
task, function or responsibility is to be automated or assigned to human performance.” 

 
 “In iterative design approaches, feedback from users becomes a critical source of 

information. Iteration, when combined with active user involvement, provides an effective 
means of minimizing the risk that a system does not meet user and organizational requirements 
(including those requirements that are hidden or difficult to specify explicitly). Iteration allows 
preliminary design solutions to be tested against "real world" scenarios, with the results being 
fed back into progressively refined solutions.” 
 

“Human-centered design needs a variety of skills. A range of personnel is necessary to 
address the human aspects of the design. This means that multi-disciplinary teams should be 
involved in a user-centered design process. These can be small, dynamic and need only last the 
life of the project. The composition of the teams should reflect the relationship between the 
organization responsible for technical development and the customer. The roles can include the 
following: 
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a) end-user; 
b) purchaser, manager of user; 
c) application domain specialist, business analyst; 
d) systems analyst, systems engineer, programmer; 
e) marketer, salesperson; 
f) user interface designer, visual designer; 
g) human factors and ergonomics expert, human-computer interaction specialist;” 
 
“Potential design solutions are produced by drawing on the established state of the art, the 

experience and knowledge of the participants and the results of the context of use analysis. The 
process therefore involves the following activities: 

a) use existing knowledge to develop design proposals with multi-disciplinary input; 
b) make the design solutions more concrete using simulations, models, mock-ups, etc.; 
c) present the design solutions to users and allow them to perform tasks (or simulated 
tasks); 
d) alter the design in response to the user feedback and iterate this process until the 
human-centered design goals are met; 
e) manage the iteration of design solutions.” 
 
These standards are taken from ISO 13407:1999(E), Human-centered design 

processes for interactive systems. [44] 

3.5 Philosophical Perspective 
 
As well as any other discipline has ideas on design, so has philosophy. Philosophy 

has many different standpoints though but in “Designing information technology in the 
postmodern age: from method to metaphor”, Richard Coyne describes the four main 
schools. To fully understand the different viewpoints on design it is important to know 
what these four schools represent. We call the viewpoints for the four 
characterizations. [7] 

 
The first characterization is the Conservative viewpoint. It looks upon data, 

information and knowledge as quantifiable entities which freely flow through 
networks and that may be stored, (conserved). Upon these entities operations can be 
made to produce more of the same. In practice, this viewpoint leads to development of 
faster and ubiquitous transmission possibilities, more efficient storage, faster access to 
the information and faster and cleverer means to generate more information. The 
second characterization is called the Pragmatic viewpoint. When put into this 
viewpoint, Information Technology, (IT), is a tool. In general a tool is seen as an 
extension of the person using it. This means that the tool becomes a part of us and we a 
part of it. This viewpoint focuses more on the user of tool and not abstractions as data, 
information and knowledge. The critical viewpoint is the third characterization. It 
claims that everything can be abused and therefore should be treated with caution. The 
last characterization does not have a viewpoint on its own. It is the nature of the 
Radical viewpoint to prove the opposite of any other viewpoint. An example could be 
that if a person sees IT as something beneficial to mankind, the radical would bring out 
evidence and prove that IT is maleficent. [7] 

 
As we now know the four viewpoints, we can proceed to how the act of design is 

seen through these new four eyes. The conservative sees design as an intervention or a 
manipulation. To design something is to convert an undesirable situation into a 
desirable one. It assumes the individual’s ability to declare needs, desires and 
intentions. The conservative sees technological artifacts as a means to conserve 
intentions and meanings of their originators. The conservative designer follows 
method and principals, and controls are in control over the work done. The pragmatic 
designers address the expectations of the community and the project rather than needs. 
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The expectations are based on the thoughts and likings of the community and have less 
to do with methods and individual genius. The typical pragmatic work is seen as 
“reflection in action” and needs is commonly identified gradually as the process goes 
on. Design is seen as an exploration rather than as a preparatory stage. [7] Tony Fry 
describes the phenomenon in this way: “No matter who ‘we’ are, we are what we 
make, we make what we are” [11]. The critical view of design can be seen as a strong 
spokesman for the user-oriented approach. It recognizes design as a task conducted to 
serve communities and therefore it should involve representatives thereof. Design is 
seen as a political activity since the interests of a few, (the designers), are to be 
imposed on the many, (the users). Hence, there is a need of critical scrutiny. The 
political part is seen more clearly in the persuasion activities performed from the 
architects and designers towards financiers and other decision makers. The radical 
view is somewhat difficult to explain as it talks of design as a process of 
deconstruction, and we wish to leave it at that. [7] 

 
“According to some researchers, general computer systems design should consider 

cognitive models. A computer system embodies a representation of the goals and plans 
of the user. In turn, the user of the system has a model of the computer and of the 
situation domain he or she is working in. These researchers consider that, … , good 
systems design takes account of the cognitive models.” [7] 

  
“Finally, human reason and action are driven by purposes or goals. There are 

always ends and we formulate means to accomplish them.” [7] 
 
The consensus is that design is seen differently depending on the individual 

designer’s background and education etc. It is of great importance for a successful 
design team to define and establish a shared view of design principles and to not 
design a product with the designer’s own valuations in focus, but instead focus on the 
intended user and that the design team talks the same language when communicating 
design. 

 

3.6 Psychological Perspective 
 
The psychological research area of HCI is often divided into cognitive psychology, 

social and organizational psychology. Even if we in this thesis only will touch the 
psychological aspect of HCI briefly or indirect, it is important to be aware of the great 
role psychology plays in human and computer interaction. The cognitive psychology is 
primary focused on cognitive aspects of a single user interacting with a single 
interface, whereas social and organizational psychology often concerns group work 
psychology in terms of communication and coordination within the group and its 
organization.   

 
We can by studying cognitive psychology for instance gain knowledge about what 

users are capable of and what to expect from certain kinds of users. It is also possible 
to identify and perhaps explain the sources and causes of difficulties users encounter 
and possibly to used the information in an attempt to develop methods for designing 
interfaces that are easier to use. Typical cognitive study areas are: 

 
• Human information processing: This area deals with how humans obtain 

and process information. According to Lindsay and Norman, information 
is basically processed through a series of stages from entering the mind to 
leaving it. They claim that there are four stages, encoding, comparison, 
response selection and response execution in which the information is 
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processed [27]. The information is also strictly processed sequentially 
through the different stages during a certain time, all depending on the 
complexity of the problem (information). [34] 

 
• Visual Perception and representation: This area aims to investigate how 

theories of perception in for example a representation of objects at an 
interface can influence the particular design of the interface. There are 
several theories explaining the way we percept (see), the theories are also 
often divided into two categories. The Constructivist theory, which claims 
that the process of perception is active, controlled, environmental and 
knowledge based [17]. Where as the Ecological theorist believe that the 
process is less controlled and environmental dependent [12].  

 
• Attention and memory constraints: What are our limits and constraints in 

terms of memory and attention when processing information? These things 
are issues that are important to study in order to design interfaces that are 
structured, memorable, and meaningful and which aim to grab the user’s 
attention without an overload of information. [34]  

 
• Knowledge representation and mental models: This topic is concerned 

with as we see it one of the most important issues when it comes to HCI 
design. We think that the main goal for a designer is to create an as true 
and consequent mental model of the system as possible. In doing this, the 
way knowledge is represented in memory must be understood. As 
described by J Preece, the reason for supplying a adequate mental model 
of a system is to enable users to construct depictions, descriptions and 
explanations about the specific software system and to make predictions 
about its future events. [34]  

 
Most research has due to the historical perspective of gaining knowledge in single 

user interaction focused on cognitive characteristics of HCI but since more software 
systems has embraced concepts and abilities for supporting more collaborating 
contexts as group work has research in social and organizational psychology become 
more important. By understanding the social sides of psychology in computerized 
environments can we knowledge for example identify and describe how people work 
together as users in a software system and with that in mind develop better system to 
support collaborative working and systems that has the ability of supporting whole 
organizations.  

 
The role of social and organizational psychology is in addition to the above goals, 

to inform designers how the information of a certain computer system will influence 
for example work practices in an organization. This involves understanding structures 
and information flows of an organization and its social context. The designer can from 
these organizations and social studies create models of working processes and from 
those models identify areas of potential trouble in the organization or the software 
system to prevent an ineffective a non-optimal use of the particular software. 
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4 INDUSTRIAL CASES AND ENVIRONMENTS 
 
This chapter describes the three case studies that were the basis for our analysis in 

the aspects of safety and usability conflicts/issues within the development of industrial 
interfaces. We have deliberately chosen representatives from three different types of 
industrial environments to be able to compare differences and similarities in methods 
and theories. The cases are presented to the reader in six stages where the first is a 
short presentation of the company; the second is brief presentation of the company 
contact to then describe the users, environments, design teams, methods and testing. 

 

4.1 Case Study 1: Danisco Sugar, Arlöv 
 
 

4.1.1 Short description of the company 
 
Danisco Sugar is company that produces a variety of sugar products for a wide 

market. In the factory located in Arlöv, close to Malmö in Sweden, the entire process 
is controlled by a process control system called SattLine, originally developed by Satt 
Control, now owned by the ABB Group. SattLine is a process control system capable 
of controlling most kinds of industrial process environments. The system uses 
graphical, object-oriented configuration in a PC-environment. One single 
programming language is used for creating graphical user interface and for developing 
and managing the logic control and supervisory functions. The program structure 
follows the same logic and flow as the process itself enabling a highly flexible 
program, reducing development time and creating a high degree of integrity in the 
software. The system software is delivered as a “blank sheet”, (containing only 
standard libraries), and is tailored to support the specific manufacturing process and 
requirements of the industry. 

 

4.1.2 Company Contact 
 
Bengt-Åke Andersson is the person responsible for system interface development 

and design of the internally used system SattLine. He works as an automatic process 
control technician. His academic background consists of two years of automated 
control education at upper secondary level plus internal education provided by Danisco 
Sugar.  

 

4.1.3 Users and Environment 
 
The typical operator, and user, of the system are involved in tasks as monitoring 

and supervising the manufacturing process in the factory. Additional to these tasks 
they manage and are responsible for different parts of the process, in terms of deciding 
when the different stages in the production are completed. All the above-mentioned 
tasks are controlled and managed through the graphical user interface by mouse and a 
specially tailored keyboard besides the standard keyboard. All sections of the 
production phase that are critical in a safety, (product and facility safety), point of 
view are excluded from the system and handled manually, that is, the system is not 
directly safety critical in the aspect of operator errors. The interface itself or its 
underlying software does not facilitate handling of operator errors but some modules 
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in SattLine has the connection to various independent sensors and has the capability to 
handle errors, such as breach of limits, from process objects as for instance valves. 

 
 
l. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     
 

4.1.4 Design Team 
 
The design team consists of two persons and one of them is Bengt-Åke. They have 

the responsibility to construct and implement new as well as to change existing the 
graphical interfaces for the process environment.  

 

4.1.5 Design Theories and Methods 
 
During a typical interface design project, a project group is established consisting 

of a project leader, an interface designer and other staff that might be affected by the 
project, for instance users and operators. Most of the time, decisions of interface 
design are made by Bengt-Åke himself as a designer. The design itself is usually about 
modifying existing views or to design the interface for a completely new process line. 
When designing a completely new interface, Bengt-Åke designs the structure of the 
interface from an industrial flow diagram together with input from the project manager 
or users. Smaller changes are made instantly on request. The appearance of the 

Figure1. Typical interface picturing the filtration process. 
 

     Figure 2. Typical menu for 
 manipulating objects (edited). 
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interface is closely tied to the internal interface culture of the company, by means of 
menu design and process depiction. Bengt-Åke considers that the most important 
issues in interface design are that the application is capable of handling as many 
situations as possible and that the users feel acquainted with the interface. He also aims 
to make the code readable and easy to maintain and handle. 

 
Bengt-Åke is aware of the conflict between designing for usability and designing 

for safety. He explains that in environments that have a too high degree of automation 
the operators’ possibilities to commit errors are limited but also their freedom and 
possibility of choice. This can be seen as a drawback in large facilities such as the 
refinery. Bengt-Åke states that the need of flexibility of the personnel is of greater 
importance than a full-scale automation. That is why the company has put the majority 
of the responsibility on the operators. 

 

4.1.6 Design Testing Methods 
 
Testing of the design is made through simulating all the application components 

and functionality in a dedicated environment that represents the real process in 
SattLine. Features such as usability and learnability are never tested since the design 
principles are derived from earlier interfaces. Feedback from specific designs is 
acquired instantly from the operators since completed designs are directly 
implemented into the process. This feedback leads to instant changes of the interface 
in most cases, i.e. when changes are possible. In large projects a more thorough 
acceptance testing is made. 

 

4.2 Case Study 2: Gambro, Lund 
 

4.2.1 Short description of the company 
 
Gambro Renal Products is an international business area of Gambro with 

manufacturing units in 11 countries and sales organizations in 26 countries with a total 
of 7100 coworkers. Gambro Renal Products is among the leading producers of dialysis 
machines today. Besides these products they also produce several other medical 
products associated with dialysis such as dialysis machines, dialyzers, bloodlines and 
dialysate concentrates. Today Gambro Renal Products has widened their traditional 
business activity to include healthcare services. In cooperation with clients worldwide, 
they offer a complete selection of healthcare services within the area of kidney 
treatment.  

 

4.2.2 Company Contact 
 
Anita Stenquist is the supervisor of the interface design group at the Monitor 

Division. She is in charge of developing new interfaces for the dialysis machines. Her 
academic background consists of a Master’s degree in electro engineering together 
with a background as a trained nurse. Anita is responsible for the team developing new 
graphical interfaces and to run the process of development. Anita’s personal opinion 
on what design is about concerns functionality, ergonomics, usability and aesthetics. 
All these properties are fundamental for a good design.  
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4.2.3 Users and Environment 
 
Trained dialysis nurses at clinics mainly run the dialysis machine, but there is a 

trend towards patients having the machine at home, operating it themselves. 
Additionally, the market in USA looks a bit different than the European market in 
terms of the culture of the clinics. This results in a wider range of users, which have to 
be considered when designing the UI. The market itself is very mature and with all the 
benefits this may bring the fact is that in most cases the sole means of competition is 
the user interface. The most easily handled interface is the most successful. The 
marketing department works as a virtual customer since they initially produces the 
requirements for the new product. The requirements are compiled in a mutual 
understanding with the development teams. In addition to this the marketing 
department is also responsible of developing tailored education programs for end 
users. The system is safety critical in the aspect that the operator provides parameters 
for the specific patient as input to the machine. Giving the wrong parameters may 
result in the wrong treatment to the specific patient with negative influence on the 
patient’s health.  

 

4.2.4 Design Team 
 
The design team consists of three engineers with different academic backgrounds 

together with representatives from the marketing department. Above the design team 
in the hierarchy is the quality department, which are responsible for the quality of the 
product. For solving certain design tasks, external consultants are used. 1/8 of the total 
time budget is dedicated to the interface design when developing a product from 
scratch. 

 

4.2.5 Design Theories and Methods 
 
The method used for developing the user interfaces is a collection of the most 

useful heuristics from different methods and strategies collected in a living handbook, 
which is constantly updated. The development process is a generic process that is used 
internally by the development department. The process is based on [43] and is adapted 
with additional steps for usability testing and gradual evaluations for the Monitor 
Division. The design is developed with aid of prototyping. Their aim with this activity 
is to produce as simple a functional unit as possible to develop the concepts of the 
interface. The purposes of making it as simple as possible are to not become locked in 
design decisions and to not be forced to throw away too much work. The software 
developed is tailored for each product but some components may be reused from 
earlier versions. The goal of the interface design is to make the product easy to work 
with and that it provides sufficient feedback on operations. It is also very important for 
the system to offer efficient support in alert situations. The system should also be 
capable of providing instructions and guidelines for operation in infrequent situations. 
The design theories for human error handling are to let the machine hold and control 
limitations on the input provided by the operator. However, the range of parameters 
may be too wide for the specific patient, leading to a need for an operator to monitor 
the total health state of the patient. If the operator tries to submit parameters outside 
the safe range it is rejected by the system and the parameters must be revised. In 
situations where the operator makes a choice or activates a non-reversible command, 
he is prompted with a dialog with demand of confirmation on the action. However the 
design team has a policy to minimize the usage of confirmation dialogs. The aim of 
this policy and the goal of the design are to guide the user into a correct usage rather 
than letting the system “clean up” the effects of errors. 
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The design itself is goal-oriented and somewhat guided by international standards. 

Other important features in the design are consistency and that the system provides 
feedback on what has been done and what is to be made. Anita sees a conflict in 
designing for usability and designing for safety. The international usage of the 
machine results in a range of various users with differing skills. An example is that 
European nurses do not want their work to be restrained to hard by the machine. The 
restrains lead to a loss in control and somewhat degrades the nurses’ professional 
skills. This in its turn leads to that alarm situations become more critical since the 
understanding for the system becomes lower and hence the readiness to handle unusual 
situations under stress is diminished. One way to raise security in the user interface 
area, as Anita sees it, is to control and limit the operator in a strict manner, e.g. to only 
allow a given sequence which results in a very long operational sequence with several 
moments to accomplish. This kind of sequences will eventually make the experienced 
user to loose focus according to Anita.  

 

4.2.6 Design Testing Methods 
 
Since the interfaces are classified information before the product reaches the 

market no evaluation can be made involving real end customers. Instead a reference 
group consisting of staff from the marketing department and the company’s own 
internal trained nurses are used. The design team has plans for involving a usability lab 
for testing the next generation of products. The most critical sequences of the interface 
design are tested first as this is where the most effort is to be spent. This is, among 
other things, because time-to-market keeps a constant pressure on the development 
process. The interface designers have the possibility to change and upgrade the 
products once they have reached the market. Thus feedback from the end users has the 
possibility to influence the final GUI design. When testing, robustness and correctness 
are the most important features to evaluate and guarantee. 

 
 

4.3 Case Study 3: Tetra Pak IM AB, Lund 
 

4.3.1 Short description of the company 
 
Tetra Pak Information Management AB, (TPIM), is an affiliated company to Tetra 

Pak. The company is specialized in providing information support to the production 
section in Tetra Pak facilities worldwide. Their area of work consists of maintaining 
and supporting existing and developing new information technical solutions tailored to 
the entire production. Additional tasks are to train and educate personnel involved in 
working with the systems.  

 

4.3.2 Company Contact 
 
Ulf Santesson is the project manager for the project that currently is developing the 

new generation of information management systems for Tetra Pak’s production 
processes. His responsibilities also consist of implementing new development 
procedures and methods for TPIM. Ulf’s academic background consists of a Master’s 
degree in electro engineering and additional education in working methodology and 
system architectures. His form of employment is currently as a consultant for the 
project. 
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4.3.3 Users and Environment 
 
The system is implemented in an industrial environment as a process support 

system to provide information to operators at the chain of machines that forms the 
production line. The production process is highly automated and is supported by the 
information system. The system plans, runs, monitors and optimizes the production 
process from stock supply to operation of the production machines. The operators’ 
main tasks are to monitor and run the process with help from the information system 
and to perform manual and automatic quality controls. A user may have authority to 
operate one or many machines and since the system distributes all interfaces, the user 
can access and control different machines from one single workstation. It is of great 
importance to the system that the users do not elaborate with a machine that is not his 
responsibility at the time. This fact implies that the system should be extremely safety-
critical in the aspects of user access. 

 

4.3.4 Design Team 
 
The project team is a 50 man strong team responsible for developing the new 

system. Among these there are five to seven sub-teams, responsible for developing 
different parts throughout the project. Each group is lead by a mentor that controls the 
work. Within the sub-teams there is at least one GUI designer. These designers meet 
continuously to discuss aspects of the GUI design and synchronize solutions. They are 
also involved in a GUI forum for developers, managers and operators to receive 
relevant and up-to-date feedback. 

 

4.3.5 Design Theories and Methods 
 
The whole development process is guided by RUP, (Rational Unified Process). Ulf 

Santesson explains the choice of RUP as that it has become a kind of de facto standard 
in industrial environments. The design is developed using design patterns for each part 
of the system, which are derived from the underlying system architecture. The 
important factors in using design patterns are that the product becomes consequent and 
easier to evaluate. The design process is saturated with feedback from user reference 
groups. The user’s role is of great importance and their feedback is taken seriously. 
Much of the GUI design has as a rule that the look and feel should be as close to the 
old system as possible to maximize usability for present operators. Important issues in 
the GUI design are that the GUI should depict the process in a correct way. Support for 
adaptation of views is implemented to facilitate an as close reflection of the reality as 
possible. (E.g. if a machine or workstation is moved or otherwise rearranged so that 
the view of the process is changed, parameters can be set to depict the new view.) The 
system is developed in Java Swing to utilize graphics and hence with intention to 
optimize depiction of the process. Web interfaces were also excluded as a conscious 
usability choice. Since the design of the new system is based on functions in the 
existing system the design is highly function oriented. These functions are assembled 
to reach different goals. The goal of a function can differ depending on the usage; 
hence one specific function can enable the user to reach different goals depending on 
how the functionality is used. 

 
Concerning error tolerance, the user’s possibility to commit errors is limited by a 

slightly different approach. The classic access control in terms of read and write 
limitations is replaced by a mechanism that grants access per panel, (interface), and 
hence parts of the program. The reason for this is for instance to prevent the user from 
accessing interfaces belonging to parts of the process he should not be able to control 
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at the typical process state. The system can handle user errors by itself depending on 
the situation. Some errors, like input format errors, are reported to the user. Others are 
handled by the system. Ulf sees a conflict between safety aspects of the system and 
usability aspects. One reason for this is that the mechanism for limiting access for 
different classes of users can hinder accessibility; the users cannot perform their tasks 
in an efficient manner. In the long run, roles can be hard to define and as a long-term 
result of this, all users get the permission to access everything, diminishing the safety.  

 

4.3.6 Design Testing Methods 
 
The project team plans for and facilitates usability in several ways. The 

constituting method is that each team becomes responsible for a group of coherent 
requirement cases and in this way the group gets a better consensus of the goals. As 
mentioned above, forums are used to exchange ideas and feedback. This results in a 
shared view of the system. This also results in a reduction of time spent to rediscover 
new solutions to already discovered design flaws. The system users are invited to 
group conferences, which aim to discuss and establish new ideas and to get feedback. 
Super users are users that represent typical roles of operators. They are used in the 
project teams described above as “personas” to obtain a continuous reflection of the 
users’ needs, wishes, viewpoints and abilities. Finally, the design works its way 
through the testing groups whose only task is to test the system and GUI design. 
Besides regular test engineers, ordinary users are represented in the testing groups as 
to test usability and consistency. 
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5 SAFETY, THEORIES AND ISSUES 
 
This chapter aims to increase knowledge on safety issues in interface design and to 

present the background information used in further reasoning and discussion. It covers 
the fundamental concepts as to introduce the reader to the subject and then defines 
human error and strategies to reduce it. The final sections of this chapter are dedicated 
to designing for error tolerance and conducting hazard analyses as a means to reduce 
the error rate and hence make the user’s work more smooth and efficient.  

 

5.1 Fundamental Concepts 
 
N.G. Leveson has in “Safeware: system, safety and computers”, defined software 

system safety as the following principle: “Software system safety implies that the 
software will execute within a system context without contributing to hazards” [26]. 
She has also found that software can affect systems safety in two ways, that is: 

 
• It can exhibit behavior in terms of output values and timing that contribute 

to the system reaching a hazardous state. 
  
• It can fail to recognize or handle hardware failures that it is required to 

control or respond to in some way. 
 
In contrast, by how many ways can a user affect system safety? The answer is of 

course dependent on the specific type of software that is run but in most cases the 
ways of affecting system safety by software are far outnumbered by the possibilities of 
affecting it by human error. This reality is however not a surprise, the fact that humans 
cause most accidents is supported by a great numbers of facts and data. [26] 

 
According to W. J. Johnson, reliable statistics shows that 85 percent of work 

accidents are results from unsafe human performance rather then from unsafe 
conditions [23]. This fact should however not be taken too weighty, as N.G. Leveson 
describe, “Separating operator error from design error is difficult and perhaps 
impossible” [26]. She means that all human activity is in some way affected by the 
surrounding environment, in which the specific error occurs. She mentions several 
examples on poor design that may lead to unsafe behavior and which consequently 
leaves the actual human operator at the mercy of the system design, with little or non-
control on the operational procedures. Some of the poor design examples that she 
found were: 

 
• Irregular scale divisions on seemingly identical dials 
• Information overload 
• Confusing and irrational graphic design 
• Faults in display and control locations 
• Inconsistent alarm procedures 

 
In addition to the mentioned difficulties with troublesome design issues and in 

contrast to human operational involvement, the use of humans as a monitor can in 
many cases also lead to unsafe conditions. The fact that most control systems have 
been automated has today changed the operator’s role from an active controller to a 
monitoring, with responsibilities in locating and detecting problems and if necessary 
providing solutions for repair. The former controller will, because of the automation, 
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not anymore be burdened by control consuming tasks; he can now devote his entire 
time to monitoring the process. However, this work will require skills that the former 
controller might not have; consequently, education is needed in order to cope with the 
new types of working tasks. On the other hand, research has showed that humans are 
not capable of solving tasks coupled to strictly monitoring of automated systems. [26] 
The reasons for this are for example reduced awareness and exclusion from the system 
and no possibilities for the user to create a complete and valid model of the system. 

 
 The awareness of the knowledge derived from this research has lead to a working 

model where the human and the computer interact and together solves the tasks that 
are to be accomplished. A system property that for example the software (SATTLine) 
used at Danisco in Arlöv has adopted. As mentioned by H. Voysey, developing a 
partnership between computer and user has a far greater outcome then letting the two 
of them work single-handedly [42]. This partnership implies that there must be some 
kind of understandable and efficient communication between user and computer, thus 
a certain and clear interface must be adopted and designed with both usability issues 
and safety aspects in mind. Consequently, to find answers on questions regarding 
safety yet usable interfaces are of interests.  

 

5.2 Causes of Human Error 
 
“To err is human; to forgive is the role of the computer interface”. This motto 

opens up the chapter on Human Error and User-Interface Design in “Handbook of 
human-computer interaction”. This certainly describes the essence of error handling 
and puts all the responsibility on the interface designer. In the area of industrial 
interfaces, and with this approach, we believe that the user is somewhat declared 
incompetent of conducting his work. The user should, (commonly recognized), know 
the effects of the actions he takes and be allowed to explore the possibilities of a new 
choice, all in the name of Learnability.  

 
From a book by Norman, “The Psychology of Everyday Things”, we quote: “If an 

error is possible, someone will do it. The designer must assume that all possible errors 
will occur and design so as to minimize the chance of the error in the first place, or its 
effects once it gets made. Errors should be easy to detect, they should have minimal 
consequences, and, if possible, their effects should be reversible” [32]. In the world of 
statistics it is a certainty that if there is a chance of making an error, someone will do 
it. This is also mentioned in “Murphy’s Law”, although less scientifically: “If 
something can go wrong – it will”.  

 
Allowing an error to occur in an industrial environment can cause production to 

cease, human injury or damage to the products or machines with the result of multi-
digit losses, something that has been confirmed by the companies we have visited. Of 
course we don’t want this to happen, but where do we draw the line? This is obviously 
a question about safety. 

 
Before we proceed with errors and error handling it is important that we define the 

term “error”. While we talk about reducing the possibility of errors to occur, we also 
discuss error handling as a means to impede the development on the user’s mental 
model. As we don’t want the user to be able to cause any serious errors, (machine 
damage and injuries), we want the user to know which actions he can take and the 
consequences thereof.  
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5.2.1 Definition of Error 
 
Senders and Moray defines error as following in “Human Error: Cause, 

Prediction and Reduction”: 
 

• A divergence between the action actually performed and the action that 
should have been performed, or 

 
• An action or event whose effect is outside specific tolerances required by a 

particular system. [39] 
 
From two sources, “Categorization of action slips” and “Absent Minded? The 

Psychology of Mental Lapses and Everyday Errors”, we have found two categories of 
human errors which we find interesting to this area. They are called slips and mistakes 
and they differ at the level of intention and planning.  

 
• Slips: Errors that occur when a plan for a correct action exists but the 

action does not go as planned. These errors can also occur when actions 
are carried out in the wrong order. 

 
• Mistakes: Occur when the actions go as planned but the plan itself is 

malformed.  A mistake can also be defined as a failed plan. [31]  [38] 
 
Although, we believe that the most important thing when it comes to errors and 

error handling isn’t to know what could go wrong. To effectively prevent errors from 
occurring we must know why errors occur. Since HCI is a multi-disciplinary area, we 
choose to look at psychology to render the material needed. Errors can according to J. 
Rasmussen in “Cognitive Control of Human Activities and Errors: Implications for 
Ecological Interface Design”, be divided into four categories by underlying causes. In 
this section we speak of different classes of knowledge: The skill-based behavior is 
that of the professional or trained person whose procedures in work are driven by his 
skill and unconscious control. Rule-based behavior is working in familiar 
environments with conscious control, for instance opening a document in a word 
processor. The knowledge-based behavior is used in new environments when a user 
references to former experience to learn about for instance a new application. [35] 

 
1. Errors related to learning and adaptation. Errors can be introduced during the 

learning process. In knowledge-based behavior, users tend to test their hypothesis as 
they learn to navigate in the new environment, i.e. test different possibilities and 
explore the system. In skill-based behavior these errors can emerge due to a process of 
continuous adaptation to keep performance aligned with a changing environment. In 
rule-based behavior the user seeks to optimize their effort, e.g. to speed up their work 
or performing a task in a more efficient manner. Creating these “rules” needs 
experimenting and it is often during these experiments errors occur. [35] 

 
2. Errors due to interference among competing cognitive control structures. In 

some areas of work, the user is involved in performing multiple tasks in parallel. In 
these cases, the user’s performance will be sensitive to interference from control 
mechanisms belonging to an unrelated activity. [35] 

 
3. Errors due to lack of resources. Occur when the user does not have enough 

knowledge of the basic functional principles behind the interface or “a lack of mental 
capacity for complex casual reasoning”. [35] 
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4. Errors due to resident human variability. Human performance varies from 
person to person. The variability manifests itself through displays of slips of memory, 
variability in recall of data used in reasoning or the variability in the control of 
movements, or variability in attention. [35] 

 

5.2.2 Error Feedback 
 
In “Handbook of human-computer interaction”, C. Lewis and D.A. Norman  

declare that there are six possible responses a system can choose between when it does 
not understand the input from the user. They are named, (not in specific ordering): 

 
1. Gag. Prevent the user from continuing. 
2. Warn. E.g. beeps, text messages. 
3. Do nothing. E.g. Clicking on a disabled control provides no visible change. 
4. Self correct. E.g., a word processor auto-correct function. 
5. Let’s talk about it. A dialog with the user is initiated. 
6. Teach me. The system asks for further clarification. [19] 
 
In the case of industrial interfaces we believe that all of the above possibilities are 

used daily with exception of number six. Asking for further clarification belongs to 
more of query applications in our mind. We also believe that point number three is 
used widely without special notice, since it to us is obvious that a disabled control is 
shaded or in some other manner marked as not usable. In those cases it feels 
unnecessary to state that the system shall not provide a response.  

 
Slips, as defined earlier in this chapter, can as the easiest way out be avoided by 

using some of the warnings in point two. We consider point number one to be rude as 
it limits the user’s possibilities without explaining the reason for it, (again impeding 
the mental model the user has of the system), while we think that the fifth point is the 
method best suitable for a safe, yet usable, system. The user will learn more quickly 
from a dialog that asks what his intentions are and than provides alternatives than from 
simply providing a beep or an error message. 

 

 
 Figure 3. Typical rude error message 

Picture of rude and informative error message. 
The application it belongs to in random 
occasions at startup displays this message. 
After the user clicks on the OK-button the 
application is shut down without further 
information.  

 
 

 
 Figure 4. Points 4 and 5 applied 

Picture of the same error message but more 
informative and less rude. Point number five is 
applied as a dialog where the user gets to 
choose between restarting the program or not 
and is hence not “stupefied”. More information 
about the overflow error can be found by 
following the link to a help document or 
similar. If the user chooses to click OK, the 
program self corrects by restarting, (point 
four).    
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We believe that method number four can be very useful in a combination with a 
warning in for instance control processes. An example can be a parameter for the 
pressure in a tank that must not exceed a certain value. If a too high value is entered it 
can be considered safe if the system changes the value back to the original and 
provides an error message with the text “Tank pressure must not be lower than x or 
higher than y”. 

 
Much has been written on the subject of error messages and all authors seem to 

agree on two fundamentals: 
 

• The interface designer should try to provide as much relevant feedback as 
possible, and 

 
• He should do it in an as courteous tone as possible. 

 
In “Handbook of human-computer interaction”, Prabhu and Prabhu declare the 

importance of error messages that does not only tell the user what went wrong but also 
provides information on how to manage the situation [19]. Gambro has adopted this 
thinking in the interface of their new dialysis machine. Their vision of usability has 
generated a requirement that demands of the system that it should be capable of 
providing instructions and guidelines for operation in infrequent situations. I. 
Somerville has in “Software Engineering”, suggested how to handle error messaging 
in five classes: 

 
Context: The user guidance system should be aware of what the user is doing and 

should adjust the output message to the current context. 
Experience: As users become familiar with a system they become irritated by long, 

‘meaningful’ messages. However, beginners find it difficult to understand short terse 
statements of the problem. The user guidance system should provide both types of 
message and allow the user to control message conciseness. 

Skill level: Messages should be tailored users’ skills as well as their experience. 
Messages for the different classes of user may be expressed in different ways 
depending on the terminology which is familiar to the reader. 

Style: Messages should be positive rather than negative. They should use the active 
rather than the passive mode of address. They should never be insulting or try to be 
funny. 

Culture: Wherever possible, the designer of messages should be familiar with the 
culture of the country where the system is sold. There are distinct cultural differences 
between Europe, Asia and America. A suitable message for one culture might be 
unacceptable in another. [40] 

 

5.3 Limiting/Avoiding Human Errors 
 
J. Rasmussen argues in “The role of error in organizing behavior” that errors or 

near errors have a role in the development and maintaining of expertise. This is 
explained by the continuous process of learning through exploration that sets in after a 
user has passed the novice stage of working with a system. [37] Furthermore Senders 
and Moray suggest in “Human Error: Cause, Prediction and Reduction” that 
“eliminating the opportunity for error severely limits the range of possible behavior, 
and thus inhibits trial and error learning which is helpful in discovering new easy to 
perform tasks.” [39]  Prabhu and Prabhu have in “Handbook of human-computer 
interaction” come up with a set of three common errors and ways of limiting the most 
frequent errors which will be described in following sections. [19] 
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5.3.1 Mode Errors 
 
Typical mode errors occur when a user misunderstands or forgets the mode he is 

currently in and undertakes an action that would have been appropriate in the intended 
mode but is not in the actual mode. In a sequence of many phases the user may forget 
what is done and what to do next. In these cases there is a risk that the user performs 
an action that actually should be performed in a later phase. We can to some extent see 
how this can happen in the system at Danisco. With several views over various 
machines, tanks, valves etc. it seems to us possible that the user can loose orientation 
of where he is. Similar to misunderstood modes the user could accidentally alter the 
parameters for a different valve than intended.  

 
It is however advised in “Handbook of human-computer interaction” to reduce or 

totally eliminate modes if the design does not force modes. If they are implemented 
they should be as visible as possible and provide sufficient support for this by means of 
adequate feedback so that the users are aware of the present mode. [19] 

 

5.3.2 Consistency 
 
Consistency is best explained by actions taken by the user that results in the same 

goals irrespective of when or where in the system they are performed. E.g., pressing 
enter or right clicking the mouse will always satisfy the user’s expectations since these 
actions are considered as well-established action-expectation relations. According to 
“Handbook of human-computer interaction”, a user develops an automatic pattern of 
behavior after working with a system for a while. This results in a more or less 
unconscious habit of for example clicking on the “yes”-button in the save dialog 
before closing a program. With such a habit it could be disastrous to alter the meaning 
and wording of the dialog. [19] The consensus is that if any well-established action is 
to be changed, it has to be visible and obvious to the user. 

 

5.3.3 Metaphors 
 
The most commonly used metaphor as we see it would be the “trashcan”-icon on 

the desktop of Windows desktops. This is the folder where all deleted or “thrown 
away” files are accumulated. Metaphors are a convenient way to provide the user with 
a mental model of the system. [9] They are helpful to first-time users of a system as 
they learn and get oriented quickly. This aligns very well with our conclusions from 
the three case studies, as all three companies use depictions of the processes in their 
GUI’s.  

 

5.4 Safety Design Issues 
 
One of the difficulties in developing safe interfaces is the involvement of both 

system safety engineers and typical software engineers. As N.G. Leveson describe, as 
a result from the different engineering schools, a disconnection between software 
engineers and safety engineers is often a fact, communication is often limited at best. 
[26] N.G. Leveson claims that this lack of communication is a big problem due to the 
role a computer play in situations like for example process-control (Tetra-Pak & 
Danisco). Additionally N.G. Leveson has also found that since most accidents arise in 
the interface and interaction, consequently Human-Computer interface design will play 
a direct role in system safety. However, little is today known about safety aspects 
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concerning Human-Computer interface design in terms of scientific validation of 
general design principles. [26] 

 
One way of designing for safety is to make a system hazard analysis, (described in 

section 5.5). This analysis can be used to identify “high-risk” and potential safe-critical 
operator errors. Additionally, the result from the analysis can also be used to perform 
user training and education. The user can for example be guided and showed the 
potential accidents that may occur and how they can be controlled within the system. 
As described by N.G Leveson care must be taken when it comes to applying standards 
and HCI guidelines, the positive effect they might bring will not necessarily be related 
to safety. As a matter of fact research has showed that an interface that is easy to use 
may not inevitably be safe, hence usability and safety frequently conflict. Additionally 
and according to N.G. Leveson, these conflicts are especially visible in HCI-design. 
[26] 

 

5.5 Error Tolerance and Design 
 
As discussed in the sections above, there are techniques to avoid errors without 

limiting the efficiency of the user. As claimed, these techniques provide good 
learnability to the novice user in stimulating the process of getting oriented in the 
system and hence learning the possibilities and limitations thereof. However, errors 
will still occur and consequently there must be ways to handle them. This leads us to 
the area of error tolerance.  

 
As a starting point, we claim that systems should be error tolerant, i.e., they should 

allow for errors but minimize their effects. Once a novice user gets acquainted with the 
new system and has structured his work processes, individually or aided by instructors, 
colleagues, technical manuals or online help instructions, his professional skill begins 
to evolve [37]. Rasmussen calls this process on-the-job training, (OJT). As this level of 
skill is achieved, the adaptation process will change into an exploration of the 
boundaries of acceptable performance and as a result errors will be unavoidable side 
effects [37].  

 
Aligned with the quote by Rasmussen in the introduction of section 5.2, Senders 

and Moray argue in “Human Error: Cause, Prediction and Reduction” that the key is 
to reduce the undesirable consequences of the error and not necessarily the error itself. 
They advocate the concept of error-forgiving design. [39] Another contribution of 
arguments for the importance of error tolerance has been made by E. Hollnagel in 
“The design of error tolerant interfaces”. He claims that most designers base their 
design decisions on knowledge of human capacity and that such decisions reduce the 
probability of human induced errors. However, he suggests that such designs often 
overlook the fact of variability in human cognition. Hollnagel’s suggestion for an error 
tolerant interface should have the following features: 

It should: 
• Provide the user with appropriate information at the appropriate time to 

minimize the opportunity for system-induced erroneous actions. 
• Compensate for human perceptual dysfunctions by providing information 

in redundant and simplified forms. 
• Compensate for human motor (and cognitive) dysfunctions by maintaining 

the integrity of input data (through anticipation, context dependent 
interpretation). 

• Contain provision for detection of erroneous actions in order to instigate 
corrective procedures. 
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• Allow for easy correction and recovery of erroneous actions by providing 
a forgiving environment. [20] 

 

5.6 Hazard Analysis 
 
As described earlier, conducting a hazard analysis may inevitably lead to the 

gaining of information that can be used to provide safety to the design of user 
interfaces. The specific goals of a hazard analysis are according to N.G. Leveson 
related to three general analysis activities: 

 
• Development 
• Operational Management 
• Certification 

 
These three general activities consist of several other types of tasks depending on 

the type of specific hazard analysis that is carried out. We will not go deeper into the 
area of different hazard-analysis activities, because that’s primary out of the scope for 
this thesis. However, it may be credible to know that the general tasks, Development 
and Operational Management have the common goal of making the system safer, 
while the activity of Certification deals with proving and verifying the safety of the 
system design. [26] 

 

5.6.1 Interface Hazard Analysis 
 
Locating and revealing the human error characteristics in a specific system 

interface can be used to identify possible hazards. In order to do this, an error mode 
and effect analysis based on a categorization of human error must be done. According 
to J. Rasmussen, the human error can be formulated in terms of psychological 
mechanisms with assumptions that most error is caused by a small number of 
psychological mechanisms. The results derived from the error mode and effect 
analysis can be used to determine the kind of information that is needed in order to 
detect and consequently to recover from the specific hazard states that may occur. [36] 
The information can also be used in an attempt to make the system more error tolerant 
in terms of providing protection devices for preventing the occurrence of hazardous 
states in the system [26].  

 
One of the difficulties when making a hazard analysis is to plan for unforeseen 

hazards.  How shall the system for example handle hazards resulting from unusual 
conditions that cannot be foreseen? Research has shown that dealing with unforeseen 
hazards requires human problem solving and that is the troublesome difficulty that 
developers face when working with unforeseen hazards in a pre-defined computer 
environment [26]. N.G. Leveson has, as a result from these facts, found that a 
computer response under situations like these will be less effective then a response 
from a human. Hence, forcing a system to handle unforeseen hazards may not be an 
optimal solution; issues like these should inevitable be taken care of by humans. The 
system must however alarm the operator, making him aware of that an unmanageable 
error has occurred [26].  
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5.7 Summation 
 
It is now rather obvious that humans commit errors. As described in the sections 

above, the similarities between user errors and errors in design makes it hard to 
separate them. The major way to guide the user into not committing errors is to design 
the system so that the user becomes a part of the system/process and not only its 
monitor. The user and the system should work in such a symbiosis that the operator is 
in control and also feels that the system is there as a supporting resource. Consequently 
it is also important that the user and system are aware of what tasks, moments, 
responsibilities and support are expected from this cooperation. As stated before, 
errors occur and will always do. The reason is that slips, as described in section 5.1.1, 
and other similar mistakes the variable human will make, as well as unforeseen errors 
can never entirely be countered. Limiting slips and mistakes as effectively as possible 
is the key to a safe system design. In other words, we must accept the fact that errors 
occur and instead design the system to handle these errors in an acceptable manner. 
This is achieved by designing the system for error-tolerance and in erroneous 
situations to present the errors for the user and provide the user with a solution to the 
problem. A solution to this is to not let the system be observant on errors but instead 
focus on that all operations are made in a correct fashion. This can be controlled by the 
system itself or by an independent agent monitoring the system.  This theory is in line 
with the paradigm above of accepting that errors always will occur and thinking of 
errors as the complement to correct operation.  

 
Apart from presenting errors and possible solutions we must also present errors 

that cannot be handled by the system. An example on these errors is the unforeseen 
errors. As mentioned above, unforeseen errors are best handled by humans since it is a 
paradox to develop a system to handle unexpected errors in a predefined way. There is 
always the economical aspect of things, and so even in safe GUI’s development. It is a 
fact that a development process is limited by budgets in time and cost so the limit for 
an acceptable level of safety must be drawn. As N. G. Leveson states: “The time to 
create perfect software is never there and perhaps it never can be” [26]. 
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6 USABILITY, THEORIES AND ISSUES 
 
This chapter is dedicated to several usability issues. We will first describe some 

fundamental usability properties as an introduction to the topic. This is followed by the 
section on usability aspects, which describe several aspects of the scope of usability 
and how different sub-categories of usability are related. After this an overview of 
usability engineering is given describing a method or philosophy for engineering 
usability. The next section concerns the issues of usability and measures that can be 
taken to avoid or solve these. Finally a summation is given which sums up and ties this 
chapter together. 

 

6.1 Usability Fundamentals 
 
Putting it short, usability is the measure of a product's potential to reach the 

objectives of the user. The term is a key concept in software applications in general as 
well as in Human Computer Interaction and is in the latter, according to J. Preece, 
mostly concerned with making system easy to learn and easy to use [34]. The 
International Organization for Standardization has defined usability as: “the extent to 
which a product can be used by specified users to achieve specific goals with 
effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specific context of use”. Furthermore, the 
measurement of usability can also be used to quantifying characteristics like the ones 
above (effectiveness & efficiency etc.) in an attempt of carrying out usability testing 
and verification. In contrast to the quantifiable approach, usability can also be treated 
as a strictly interactive property [18]. This means that the usability of specific software 
is determined by the different entities in the user situation and the collaboration of 
these entities. 

 

6.2 Usability Aspects 
 
There are many aspects to usability, the notation of usability defined by J.D. Gould 

and C. Lewis in “Designing for Usability: Key Principles and What Designers Think” 
is in a much broader sense reflecting on usability from a user centered perspective 
compared to the traditional system focusing viewpoint [16]. Their usability notation is 
as follows: “any system designed for people to use should be easy to learn (and 
remembered), useful, that is, contain functions people really need in their work and be 
easy and pleasant to use”. There is in “Human-Computer Interaction” also described a 
way in which these components of usability can be tested, in terms of: 

 
• Learnability: The time and effort that is required in order to reach a 

specified level of usage (also characterized as ease of learning). 
• Throughput: The tasks that have been accomplished be experienced users, 

the speed of specific task execution and the errors med during this time 
(also characterized as ease of use). 

• Flexibility: the degree in which the system can differ in terms of 
environment and usage flexibility, for instance, in how many ways does 
the system support a specific task to be carried out? 

• Attitude: The positive and/or negative attitude engaged in users when 
using the system. [34] 
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Another aspect of usability is described in ”Människa – Datorinteraktion: Ett 
Psykologiskt Perspektiv”. C.M. Allwood has here found four factors that together 
determine the usability of a program, that is, Adaptation, User-friendliness, 
Acceptance and Competence [2]. 

 

 
Figure 5.  Usability tree. [2] 
 
As the figure above describe, the reason for fulfilling the goals of usability is to 

reach productivity in the human-computer collaborative environment. The main key 
for fulfilling productivity was not long ago considered to be program functionality. 
The aim was to supply the program with enough functionality, which in turn should 
enable the user to solve the particular working-task. However, program functionality is 
today not only considered as the only entity contributing to software productivity. The 
understanding concerning usability has gradually become more and more important 
over the years and usability is today considered as one of the main key to software 
success. N. Goodwin has found that, no matter how good functionality a program may 
offer, if the user of some reason can’t or do not won’t to use the program in an 
efficient manner none productivity will be meet [14]. Consequently and according to 
C.M. Allwood, productivity is dependent on the efficient functionality that is, the 
interaction between program functionality, program usability and in the degree, which 
the users information need is satisfied [2].  

 
As we can see by figure 5 above and as mentioned by C.M. Allwood, usability is 

made up by the four factors Adaptation, User-friendliness, Acceptance and 
Competence. The term adaptation is concerned with the specific design regarding the 
program functions within the software. The aim of the adaptation perspective in the 
design is to as optimally and as consistently adapt the program functionality in such a 
way that it will follow and support the task-structure in which the job should be carried 
out by the user. This aspect of usability can be slightly challenging to cope with when 
developing and designing generic systems due to the difficulties in prediction the area 
of usage. [2] 

 
The user-friendliness aspect of usability is, according to C.M. Allwood often used 

vaguely and un-precise [2]. The term has over the years been highly commercialized 
and overused resulting in a both suspicious and exaggerated view of its significance 
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[34]. C.M. Allwood claims that the term should be treated in a more restricted context 
consisting of a framework originated by four elementary factors [2]. They are: 

 
1. Accessibility: This entity refers often to the ease of accessibility in software 

systems. Hence, the system must be available and reliable other wise will users avoid 
it regardless of how good it might be when working. Research has also shown that the 
response time when accessing a system was the most central entity affecting their 
contentment. Additionally user productivity will also rise with increased system 
responsiveness. [19] The specific usability perspective in system access may as 
mentioned in previous sections (Tetra Pak Case Study) be in conflict with the safety 
aspect in interface design. Typical troublesome issues for system accessibility are for 
instance providing support for efficient accessing of different parts of a system and 
simultaneously provide safety when accessing them. 

 
2. Human Mental Support: This factor deals with issues concerning the mental and 

psychological limitation of users. The aim is to support the human memory process in 
terms of supplying the user with relevant information in a way that will not conflict 
with human information processing. [2] 

 
3. Individualization: This aspect of user-friendliness has over the past five years 

become a more and more applicable entity in interface design. The users possibilities 
of changing and individualize the design of a typical interface are today out numbered. 
Research has shown that the more individual support a software system can offer in 
terms of language control etc. the bigger is the chance that the system will fit the 
specific user. [2] However, there are also some safety conflicts within this aspect of 
usability. For example, safety can be reduced if the system let’s the user freely choose 
the way items is represented (colours, size, fonts etc.), it is then possible that the user 
choices will result in a bad interaction environment with negative effects on safety 
issues.  

 
4. Help-Resources: This entity of user-friendliness concerns the quality of the help 

resources within the software system. The system should supply the user with a fast 
available and efficient help resource if needed. Paper documentation together with 
other people familiar with the system is also considers as adequate help resources. [2] 

 
The third term of usability, user acceptance, involves aspects like for instance 

engaging the user making him motivated to use the specific software in a way that is 
intended. This entity is according to some researchers the most important aspect of 
usability. If the user motivation isn’t there, the risk of mishandling is obvious resulting 
in un-efficient behavior within the computer interaction process. [2] This entity can of 
course also have a direct impact on safety issues especially when in comes to user 
awareness in system operations or other problem solving concerns couples to human 
characteristics and computer interaction [26]. 

 
The last term, user competence, is a factor that mostly concerns user education. 

The user of a system must have enough understanding and skill in order to efficiently 
and in a secure manner interact and operate the specific software system. Hence, a 
good education is necessary and needed to facilitate and create good usability, 
however, we will since there are many aspects of system education go deeper into this 
area more then to state that user education is both necessary and important for raising 
the overall usability and safety aspect coupled to a software system. [2] 
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6.3 Usability Engineering 
 
The elements and attributes of usability are often looked upon as from a personal 

viewpoint. The reason regarding this personal viewpoint is often considered to be the 
fact that usability attributes are hard to quantify which often leads to an imprecise 
attribute definition, which in turn gives space to personal opinions. Usability 
Engineering has evolved as a remedy for this weakness. The process aims to define, 
quantify, measure and thereby improve the usability of products. As described in 
“Handbook of Human-Computer Interaction”: “Usability Engineering evolved 
because of a need to move usability from the realm of personal opinion to an attribute 
that is quantifiable like other engineering attributes” [19]. M. Goods describes that the 
basic process of Usability Engineering consists of seven steps, they are: 

 
1. Define measurable usability attributes. 
2. Set the quantitative levels of desired usability for each attribute. Together, an 

 attribute and a desired level constitute a usability goal. 
3. Test the product against the usability goals. If you meet your goals, no further 

 design is needed. 
4. If further design work is needed analyze the problems that emerge. 
5. Analyze the impact of possible design solutions  
6. Incorporate user-derived feedback in product design. 
7. Return to step 3 to repeat the test, analysis and design cycle. [13] 
 
This process is flexible in both a methodically perspective (how it can be used) 

and in the sense that it can be applied to new as well as existing products. Due to this 
flexibility, the process can be tailored to fit into an already existing development 
environment as long as the goal is to provide quantifiable results that can be compared 
to unambiguous usability goals. [19]  

 
However, usability engineering is not a method that can be used to fix up a 

specific interface before the release of a product. The activities within usability 
engineering must be integrated and take place trough out the life cycle of the product 
involving the significant activities of usability engineering to happen before the 
specific designed of the user interface is initiated. [30] 

 

6.3.1 Rationales 
 
There are five major rationales that must be accomplished in order to achieve full 

efficiently within the process of Usability Engineering. The first important issue is to 
getting development teams to agree on the essence and the meaning of usability. The 
second aspect is, as mentioned briefly above, to come to the understanding that 
usability is quantifiable and not just personal opinion. As described in “Handbook of 
Human-Computer Interaction” the power of quantifiable goals is well established: 
“Anything you need to quantify can be measured in some way that is superior to not 
measuring it at all” [19]. The third perspective is to put usability on an equal footing 
with other engineering attributes. It is commonly known that vague and unclear goals 
are often declared met when budget time has run out. It is therefore important to 
specify clear usability goals and treat these goals with the same respect as for example 
software reliability. The fourth term is the fact that it will be credible to prioritize 
usability problems as a function of their impact on usability goals. As described in 
“Handbook of Human-Computer Interaction”: “…design team can make meaningful 
tradeoffs and concentrate on high impact problems that require the lowest effort” [19]. 
The fifth and the last aspect concern the issues of clearly separating usability goals 
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from methods and implementation. That is, separating how the system will be 
implemented from what the user will see and do with the system [19]. 

 

6.3.2 Setting Usability Goals and Testing Them 
 
As we have mentioned above, usability attributes must be quantified in order to me 

tested and measured. The question is however, how do we set up these usability goals? 
According to “Handbook of Human-Computer Interaction” the definition of usability 
goals is a six-step process. 

 
1. Specify and categorize the users: What kind of users is expected; novice, 

 occasional or expert users? A generic product must provide support to more 
 then one of these categories; hence specific user profiles must be developed. 

2. Conduct a task analysis: From the viewpoint of the user profiles, what are the 
 major tasks that are carried out and their specific frequency? 

3. Determine relevant usability attributes: In perspective of the major tasks, 
 which are the essential usability attributes in those tasks? 

4. Decide on measuring instrument: In what sense can the discovered attributes 
 be measured? D. Wixon claims that the measuring instrument must be decided 
 upon when all located attributes are assigned quantitative performance levels 
 and compiled in a specific usability specification. 

5. Decide on measuring data: What data is valuable when measuring a specific 
 attribute; numbers of errors per unit of time or time to complete a specific 
 task etc.? 

6. Set levels of each usability attribute: Which level is satisfactory for a 
 specific attribute? [19] 

 
As mentioned above, a usability specification is created containing the data 

derived from these six steps together with the data that is produced when the testing of 
all the located attributes is made. The testing is often carried out in specific usability 
laboratory, each test is a standardized test known as a benchmark tasks. Video cameras 
are used to simultaneous film both the user and the software that is tested. Additionally 
are keystrokes captured and any other behavior coupled to input devices (mice etc.). 
The gathered data is used to obtain information regarding error rates, types of errors, 
usage of manuals, the time it took for different users to preformed a specific task and 
so on. This standardized way of caring out tests is aligned with the basic rules for 
usability testing stated by J. Preece “…to give a specific set of users specific tasks to 
complete in a controlled environment – in other words to control as many of the 
variables as possible” [34]. 

 

6.3.3 Strengths and Weaknesses 
 
In contrast to the strength and the several advantages regarding Usability 

Engineering, the methodology has also been criticized and some weaknesses have 
been discovered. One of the major weaknesses is considered to be the assumption that 
all usability can and should be operationalized. On example of this weakness is for 
instance that the more varied the user and the environment is in which the system must 
operate the more difficult will it be to quantify the specific usability attributes. In 
addition to the mentioned weakness, usability engineering may be an unrealistic 
approach due to the complexity of certain usability attributes. Usability Engineering 
has also been criticized for the cost of conducting usability test together with the 
unnaturalness of the testing environment [34] [19]. 
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Despite the mentioned weaknesses, Usability Engineering has more strengths and 
positive qualities compared to the discovered weaknesses. The fact that usability has 
become measurable and put on a par with other engineering goals is a vast success. As 
mentioned by D. Wixon the methodology deals with many of the troublesome 
concerns of interface design. The throughput of usability goals involves the 
engagement of design early in the process and it also represents a way to measure 
effectiveness of the design. Finally and according to D. Wixon, Usability Engineering 
can from a general level be seen as a way to set the appropriate relationship between 
people and technology [19]. 

6.4 Common Issues  
 
The theories on usability are many and as an example Alain Abran et al. have in 

“Usability Meanings and Interpretations in ISO Standards” made a suggestion on how 
to define usability in order to measure it. With the ISO 9241-11 standard as a base they 
have developed the “Enhanced Usability Model” which includes both process-related 
and product-related usability characteristics. With usability as the main characteristic, 
five sub-characteristics are derived: Effectiveness, Efficiency, Satisfaction, Learnability 
and Security. Effectiveness can for example be measured as percentage of tasks 
achieved per time unit and efficiency as time to achieve one task. Satisfaction seems to 
us somewhat harder to measure since it is a highly abstract characteristic and also 
highly variable depending on the user. [1] 

 
 Dix et al. suggests methods such as measuring the percentage of the users’ 

favorable and unfavorable comments, the number of times that the user expresses his 
frustration or the accumulated score on a rating scale for the users’ satisfaction [8]. 
Our opinion on the metrics for satisfaction is that they are too vague to draw 
conclusions from in any way. Therefore we wish to exclude this characteristic from 
usability. Learnability, on the contrary, we believe to be an important factor for 
industrial interfaces, as it should not take too long a time to learn and get oriented in 
for example machine control interfaces. Learnability is easiest measured in the time it 
takes to learn and understand the interface. Security, (in the context of usability), is 
covered in the section about Safety. [8]    

 
Usability consists according to the ISO 9126 standard for Software quality of four 

properties. These are understandability, learnability, operability and attractiveness. 
Understandability defines how well the interface is understood by the user and how 
well the design succeeds in reflecting the real world or process. Learnability is defined 
by how much time is needed for the user to learn how to operate the system and 
navigate the interface. Operability defines the ability to perform tasks with help of the 
system. The system should not encumber the user’s work process but instead facilitate 
it. The final attribute is attractiveness. An interface should of course be attractive to 
work with. A text-based interface is not as attractive to work with as a windows-based 
interface. Whether this property is relevant for usability or not is unclear to us. We 
instead suggest the term suitability, as the interface should be suited to fit the purpose 
of the system.  

 
What are the problems of usability? As mentioned above, it can be awkward to 

measure its characteristics to evaluate the product. But before that is done, the product 
has to be designed with usability in mind. The fundamental step is to understand the 
user and the environment. The mental model the user has of the situation must be 
interpreted into design principles that when implemented does not encumber the user’s 
work process but instead enhances it. If a system cannot make the user’s work more 
efficient it is not a desirable system. This leads to another issue which is the problem 
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of personal opinion and the human variability. One user’s opinion on usability may 
differ widely from another user’s opinion. In addition to this, designers also have 
different opinions on usability. If a system has a wide spectrum of users it may be 
difficult to design it to be usable to all user profiles. In this lies the issue with 
international companies with users in different parts of the world. Cultures tend to 
differ in the degree of education, work processes and have different set of values.  

 
Furthermore the issue of effectiveness can be applied in user groups which consist 

of users with different skills as novice, average or expert users. To a novice user a 
system may be smooth and effective but by the expert user it may be considered slow, 
cumbersome and ineffective.  

 
Often when a system is designed, it becomes a reflection of the design team. This 

has ties back to the chapter about the philosophical perspective where we wrote that 
the conservative personality sees technological artifacts as a means to conserve the 
intentions and meanings of their originators. More applicable in this situation is the 
quote by Tony Fry in “Remakings: Ecology, Design, Philosophy”: “No matter who 
‘we’ are, we are what we make, we make what we are” [11]. How come that the 
conservative do not think of the user during design but instead thinks of the system? 
We can only speculate in this since it is not in the scope of this thesis and that the 
subject has so many aspects that providing a clear cut answer will not be relevant. 
What we do believe is that one reason for the issue above may be the fact that the 
designer during design of a new system works in another system with the new system 
in mind. Therefore the system will be designed according to the framework of the 
tools. With these conditions the designer will make the new system usable. Correct as 
this is it is also the wrong approach. It is not the system that is supposed to be usable. 
It is the user that should feel that the system is usable.  

 

6.5 Summation 
 
The classical and commonly shared thought of usability as the main key to 

software success origins in the early 90’s as the graphical representation of the system 
was commercialized in the sense of user-friendliness. The first programs to utilize this 
were said to be user-friendly because they implemented certain functionality such as 
direct manipulation of objects. However, today the shared view has changed into an 
understanding that usability is not affected by certain functionalities but instead how 
the system implements these functionalities and how the user experiences these. 
Hence, as discussed above, usability has many aspects. It can both be considered as 
quantifiable in contrast to the interactive approach. In the quantifiable approach each 
sub-characteristics is considered to be independent in the sense that it is possible to 
measure each characteristic alone. The interactive approach takes usability to another 
level in its view of the sub-characteristics. They cannot be individualized or separated 
from each other since they need to interact and work in symbiosis to achieve usability.  

 
Usability engineering applies the quantifiable approach and states that every 

property can be measured. In the sections above, the main purpose of this method is 
described. In short, the fundamental thoughts are that the development team should 
agree on what defines usability in order to be able to quantify and measure it. This was 
thought of as a way to eliminate personal opinions regarding usability and hence 
constructing a mainstream design. Usability engineering is said to solve most of the 
problems described under the section about Common Issues. However, it has been 
criticized for being an impossible approach since it is hard to quantify all attributes 
without obtaining a skewed view of the purpose of usability. We believe that much of 
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the methods and views described in sections above have highlights, but to get a fully 
covering model parts from the different views must be considered. We consider the 
most important factor to be the ability to found the design on the user and not on rules 
or system characteristics. Hence, let the design principles for usability emanate from 
the users.   
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7 ANALYSIS 
 
The following section involves the analyses of the results of the case studies. 

Issues will be discussed in the perspective of the previous chapters on theory and 
company-wise to assure consistency in the contexts of the products, methods and 
company cultures.  

 

7.1 Danisco 
 
What we have learned from the interview, not much new development is 

conducted at Danisco. The development follows the footsteps of what was developed 
about ten years ago. We believe that it is a rather logical phenomenon that the design 
follows the same principals as it did when the system first was introduced since there 
has been no change of the system and that the staff is the same. Once again it is an 
example of “why fix something that is not broken”. However, designing according to 
historically proven concepts and old working principals does not allow for much 
elaboration or exploration of alternatives for increasing efficiency, learnability or other 
usability characteristics [34]. The design will be “stuck” until a new system is 
introduced, forcing the designers to think in different patterns. The benefits of this, 
though, are that the users will always be acquainted with the system, whatever part of 
the system they work with. In other words, the consistency is preserved and the efforts 
to teach the users new work routines are saved. It is after all a rather large facility. An 
example of consistency is that all process depictions and menu designs follows the 
same design layout and principles shown in figure 1 respectively 2.   

 
A highly appreciated feature of the interface is that the design follows the same 

logic and flow as the process itself. This way of designing has a wide support from the 
literature and is a (to us) logical but not always obvious philosophy. The users are then 
more or less bound to follow the process in contrast to systems that claim that they are 
process-oriented but where the users finds shortcuts to speed up their work. These 
experiments with shortcuts can result in unpleasant errors described under section 
5.2.1 as errors related to learning and adaptation. The process-orientation of the system 
at Danisco is further enhanced by the method of designing. When a completely new 
interface is developed, the design is structured from an industrial flow diagram over 
the process. This results in a direct depiction of the process.  

 
The flexibility of the system is further facilitated by the fact that the system 

software is delivered as a blank sheet as described in the case study. This enables 
tailoring the interface to the existing process environment, since the manufacturer 
delivers the complete and integrated system including hardware and development 
platforms. The possibility to alter or create new process objects increases usability in 
the aspect of process depiction and thus increases the possibility to enhance the mental 
maps of the process. 

 
As we frequently have mentioned, involving the user in the process is a key to 

success when fighting diminished alertness and awareness, and keeping the mental 
model aligned with the reality of the process. Research has showed that humans are 
not capable of solving tasks coupled to strictly monitoring of automated systems [26]. 
N.G. Leveson has described several risks connected to an operator role as strictly 
monitoring a process. One of the major risks as we see it is that “The information is 
more indirect with automated systems, which may make it harder for the operator to 
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obtain a clear picture of the state of the system” [26]. The reason for this is that the 
operator is not a part of the system, and all information about the system is presented 
“second-handedly”. Danisco has solved this problem by integrating the computer 
system and the operator in the decision procedures. A scenario and solution described 
above where the human and the computer interact and together to solve the tasks that 
are to be accomplished.  

 
A major safety issue that Danisco has handled is that the sections of the production 

phase that are critical in a safety, (product and facility safety), point of view are 
excluded from the system and handled manually. Since the system is not involved in 
the control of these parts, we will not discuss this further.   

 
An issue that we found at Danisco is that the interface itself or its underlying 

software does not facilitate handling of operator errors. The theoretical issue is 
described under section 5.5 concerning error handling and error tolerance. Without the 
possibility of self-correction a faulty input can not be revised in a correct manner. An 
ideal solution of the self-correction is that the system does not correct the values 
without permission from the operator. This is beneficial in several aspects e.g. the user 
satisfaction increases with understanding the system, learnability increases and the 
system supports and maintains the operator’s awareness. 

 
When talking to Bengt-Åke at Danisco, we discovered some issues concerning 

testing for usability and learnability. This kind of testing did not exist in a broader 
perspective. The reason for this is the internal interface culture of the company since 
all new interface designs are derived from old interface patterns which are “proven” to 
work. This seems a bit peculiar to us since just because the design works in one 
context does not mean that the particular design will work under other circumstances. 
Additionally it is not evidence that usability and learnability resides in the design at all. 
However, the system works as intended and all parties seem satisfied with the existing 
design. One of the possible reasons for this is that feedback is instantly provided by the 
operators after the design is implemented in an open and uncomplicated dialog since 
the end users, (operators), and designers work very close to each other. 

 
The conflict between designing for usability and designing for safety is known to 

Bengt-Åke as he states in our interview that the operators’ possibilities to commit 
errors are limited in environments that have a very high degree of automation. He also 
believes that a consequence to this is that the operator’s freedom and possibility of 
choice is limited. The conflict here is that the safety is put at such a high level that not 
only the user’s possibilities of making errors are limited, but also his possibilities to 
control the system. [26] In the case stated above it is basically the system that controls 
itself and the operator and not vice versa. Bengt-Åke agrees with the literature on this. 
As we see it this has to do with the classical operator-monitor dilemma. Danisco has 
elegantly solved this problem by putting the majority of the responsibility on the 
operators and hence letting the operator interact with the system, solving the tasks as 
one unit (described in section 5.1 and in the literature by H. Voysey, [42]).   

 

7.2 Gambro 
 
A common problem with most of the medical instruments is that they are 

expensive and that a long lifetime is expected from them [3]. As a result of a long 
lifetime are multiple upgrades as the view in usage alters and new features are 
established by competitors. Another issue is that the development of a new product 
takes at least one year and this can as we see it influence the design in a negative way. 
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If a competing company releases a new product during development setting a standard 
that is not considered in the specific design, the entire design may have to be revised to 
fit with the new feature. T. Belden has in “Developing an advanced ‘Tool’ for the 
Clinician; Using Industrial Design and Interface Design Together to Bring 
Technology into the Hands of the User” described that there are two crucial issues that 
determine the success of medical products: (1) how effectively the technology meets 
the user's real needs and the context of use; (2) how efficiently and effectively the user 
can utilize the full benefits of the technology (product interface). He has also found 
that the information needed to tackle both of these issues can not come from the people 
developing the technology. It must come from the users themselves [3]. 

 
As a result from our interview, we found out that the properties that are 

fundamental for a good design are functionality, ergonomics, usability and aesthetics. 
Only one of them, usability, is within the scope of this thesis and hence this is the only 
property we will discuss. Gambro has a residing usability issue in the fact that their 
customers are multinational and hence “suffer” from cultural differences. In addition 
to this, there is a trend moving towards patients operating the machines themselves. To 
build more than one version of the same machine, (skill-based versions), would not be 
economically acceptable. One solution could be to develop the functionality in one 
way and provide different types of operating procedures, e.g. interfaces, as a service of 
choosing modes from the machine. This is a solution that would demand of the 
machine to store three specific user modes. Another variant to enhance this solution 
could be to have different user specific “themes”. Anita told us during conversation 
that Gambro was thinking of providing the machine with parameters for the treatment 
by information stored on a patient-specific card. In the same way, operators could have 
their preferred settings stored on a card. As an initialization of the machine the card 
would provide the machine with the parameters for the personal graphical user 
interface. This theory is aligned with individualization, sub-property of user- 
friendliness, see figure 3. 

 
The next thing we learned was that Gambro works under strictly confidential 

development conditions. For this reason their marketing department acts as a virtual 
customer for all their medical products. This may inevitably lead to a situation where 
real users are not involved and vital user information may be missed. Irrespective of 
what development method is used, user involvement is always an important factor. 
However, the fact that the marketing department acts as a customer results in better 
educational programs since they are the actual customers. Hence consensus in 
learnability is acquired.  

 
Anita told us about one interesting safety issue. When making an irreversible 

choice in the treatment process, a dialog is initiated prompting the user to verify the 
choice. One problem with this is that the accustomed operator may have faced these 
dialogs before and always had made the “right” choice and barely notices what the 
dialog is trying to say. This unconscious behavior is described in “Safeware: System 
Safety and Computers” and under section 5.3.2. A solution to this, as we see it, for 
handling these situations and to hold up the operator enough to think his choice over 
would be to implement different levels of alerts depending on how critical the error is. 
One example could be to provide the user with the error information and highlight the 
value that is responsible for the warning in minor errors and in more critical errors add 
alert sounds [26].  This idea opens up the interaction by letting the system interact with 
more than one human sense. Anita says that the interface is not directly safety critical. 
This seems a bit strange to us since the first but indirect sign that tells us that the 
system is somewhat safety-critical is that an independent monitoring program is 
present in the system. A direct sign is that since the interface facilitates the operation 
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of the machine, a user-induced error can affect other parts of the system leading to a 
critical state that might lead to the wrong treatment for a specific patient.  

 
The method used for developing the user interfaces is a collection of the most 

useful heuristics from different methods and strategies collected in a living handbook, 
which is constantly updated. The process is based on [43] and is adapted with 
additional steps for usability testing and gradual evaluations for the Monitor Division.  
The use of ISO as the origin for a model is generally good as the ISO model is proven 
to work and so is the use of a living handbook. However, using a living handbook 
together with the enhanced ISO-model as an internally established model seems a bit 
odd to us. We believe that confusion is at some time bound to emerge from constant 
changes of the handbook since the alterations may involve a need for changes to be 
made in the ISO-standard as well. We believe it would better to be consistent to only 
follow one model and hence only need to update at one instance. In addition to this, 
research has shown that care needs to be taken when applying general HMI guidelines 
to systems that involve safe-critical properties [26]. Our opinion is that the company 
needs to establish a well-defined process that works for and is tailored for HMI 
development. Instead of using the general ISO model that must be adapted with 
several steps, we believe that a better idea would be to use a model for HMI 
development that is tailored for its purpose from the beginning.  

 
Anita told us during the interview that in the process some components may be 

reused from earlier versions. The ability to reuse components is a commonly known 
benefit in software development. The benefits of reusing components are savings in 
time and money and a reduced amount of testing since the components has already 
been tested. Time is saved due to the fact that design decisions, documentation, data 
structures, code and algorithms are already established and existing. However, there 
are some considerations that must be made when reusing components. The additional 
costs are that the components must be designed to be robust and extensible and that a 
more thorough acceptance, implementation and inter-component testing must be 
conducted [5]. 

 
Two features that align with our theory sections is that the system is designed to 

provide efficient support in alert situations and that it provides instructions and 
guidelines for operation in infrequent situations. Other important features in the design 
are consistency and that the system provides feedback on what has been done and what 
is to be made. These features are aligned with what the literature says about providing 
sufficient help resources and supporting the user with an adequate mental model of the 
system.  

 
Testing usability is, as we have addressed earlier, not an easy task due to the 

variable attributes of usability. One way to cope with this problem is to involve a 
usability lab. This is also part of Anita’s current vision for the future development. It is 
a good thought since usability labs are a good way to test already established products, 
but for new products the benefits are few since the test lab environment does not 
reflect the actual usage of the product [34]. Preece gives a simple explanation to this: 
The test lab environment differs a lot from the intended usage environment and the 
testers can be affected negatively by the laboratory culture [34]. We believe that the 
lab environment may affect the users in such a way that they give the system more 
attention than they would have done in a comfortable environment. The fact that they 
are under surveillance by test engineers does not make the situation more bearable. In 
addition to this it is also a very expensive approach, which may not be cost effective 
considering what can be gained. Furthermore, a wide variety of users must be 
involved.  
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We also learned that Anita considers robustness and correctness to be the most 
important features to evaluate and guarantee when testing. We believe that safety 
should be among these properties since we believe that the interface clearly has safety- 
critical properties. One thing we found peculiar was that usability didn’t seem to be 
tested that much and wasn’t either among those features accounted for above, even 
though Anita insinuated that the most easily handled interface is the most successful. 
A direct conflicting usability versus safety attribute discovered in the analysis is that 
an increased amount of help resources can make the experienced user to eventually 
loose focus of their work. Another is that increasing safety by controlling and limiting 
the operation restrains the experienced user in their work and this can lead to usage 
resistance and inefficiency. As Anita states, this leads to a trade-off today but our 
ambition is to find a way to balance the two properties in such a way that the trade-off 
is diminished. This will be further discussed in our recommendations and conclusions. 

 

7.3 Tetra-Pak  
 
During our interview at Tetra-Pak we learned that important issues in the GUI 

design are that the GUI should depict the process in a correct way. If a workstation is 
moved in reference to for example the direction of the production line, the view on the 
screen must also be changed so that the process is depicted in a correct manner. This is 
a clear case of consistency and a way to support the mental model of the user. It is also 
a perfect example of adaptation described in section 6.2. The operators’ main tasks are 
to monitor and run the process. This is described to be a troublesome issue that has to 
be carefully dealt with. As mentioned in the chapter on safety, it is far more efficient to 
divide the work tasks between the computer and the operator in a cooperative way 
rather than letting one part working single-handedly [42]. If an operator attends the 
same machine at a constant basis, his skill may diminish at the same rate as the 
awareness of the machine declines. Therefore it is beneficial that the operators have 
the possibility to operate different machines. 

 
This leads to that a user needs to have authority to operate a number of machines. 

Since Tetra Pak’s system is designed to distribute all interfaces, the user will be able to 
access and control the machines from one single workstation. This is clearly a safety 
hazard if the operator misinterprets which mode he is currently in [19]. There is a 
usability and safety conflict residing here. The benefit for usability is that the operators 
are able to alternate work procedures keeping up efficiency, awareness and work 
satisfaction but this affects the safety aspect as the user may access a machine that he 
should not operate at the moment, hence there is a need to design the interface so that 
the operator clearly understands what machine he currently monitors. Another way to 
solve the problem is to restrict the operator in only letting him monitor the machines 
he is currently not physically attending, hindering him from executing safe-critical 
operations. 

 
 The way Tetra-Pak has chosen to handle this kind of access control is 

implemented by a mechanism that grants access per panel, (interface). This results in a 
possibility for the operators to access every interface that they have the rights to 
operate, from a workstation of their choice. To prevent conflicting access interests, 
user profiles are introduced. A certain user profile reflects which machines are allowed 
to be operated for that group of operators. Ulf, as we, see a conflict here. The 
mechanism for limiting access for different classes of users can hinder accessibility, 
which may result in a loss of efficiency. One example of this, and a drawback in 
usability, is when one operator is to cover for another. If he in reality has the rights to 
operate a machine but that right is not represented in the user profile, the restriction 
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diminishes accessibility and efficiency. A possible reverse scenario can be a user that 
is intended to conduct certain operations on a machine is restricted to these operations. 
He is suddenly expected to perform extended operations to cover for another operator 
but does not have the access rights. He is granted those rights. The access permits him 
to perform operations that he is not intended to do with the consequence that an 
unforeseen safety hazard arises. As described in section 4.3.5, another problem is that 
with time, all users get the permission to access all machines and as a result 
undermines the purpose of the safety controlling function of the entire system.  

 
The design is developed using design patterns for each part of the system, which 

are derived from the underlying system architecture. The important factors in using 
design patterns are that the product becomes consistent and easier to evaluate. These 
facts align well with keeping the system consistent. As described in section 5.3.4, a 
user develops an automatic pattern of behavior after working with a system for a 
while, [19], so irrespective of which machine he is operating; the specific interface 
should be familiar, also keeping the “look-and-feel” consistent. Another way of 
keeping constancy is to saturate the design process with feedback from user reference 
groups and forums to exchange ideas and feedback. This is considered by Tetra-Pak as 
it results in a shared view of the system. One way of involving end-users, which Ulf 
thinks is a beneficial way to get feedback, is to let them be represented by so called 
super users in the development process. Super users represent the typical roles of 
operators. A drawback with super users is that they get influenced negatively by the 
designers they work with. The damage is done as soon as the super users start to think 
as the designers, loosing objectivity from the user perspective. 

 
Another issue concerning super users is the fact that they may influence the 

development process with a conservative aspect since they know “how things should 
work” and/or by unconsciously denying new influences and ideas with arguments that 
align with “not fixing what is not broken”. A contradiction that Tetra-Pak has 
discovered with developing the new system is that much of the GUI design has as a 
rule that the look and feel should be as close to the old system as possible to maximize 
usability for present operators. This can manifest itself as a problem in the future as the 
company finds out that the system has just become a faster and more efficient copy of 
the old system and may suffer from lack of extendibility and from that the semantics of 
usage is obsolete.  
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8 APPLICABLE DESIGN METHODS  
 
This chapter aims to describe applicable design methods that may be useful in a 

safety and usability perspective. Various sources claim that the methods are all 
beneficial within their context of usage and expertise but we believe that no method 
has the capability to provide a solution to the issues we have found during our studies. 
The methods all have their own area of expertise but also lack some, from our point of 
view, vital parts. We found that the methods that were beneficial in the context of 
designing industrial interfaces and were of interest to our topic were: User Centered 
Design, Task Analysis with its variations of Hierarchical Task Analysis and Cognitive 
Task Analysis, The concepts of Goal Oriented Design and the method GOMS and 
finally Design Rationale and its variation Design Space analysis. As the reader will 
find, these methods all keep properties that are valuable in the context. 

  

8.1 User-Centered Design 
 
UCD or User-Centered Design is a design principle that has its focus on people, 

their work and how technology best can be deployed and designed to support them 
[34]. The objective of user centered design is to produce systems that are easy to learn 
and use by their intended users and are safe and effective [34]. The principle has been 
used and perfected by IBM since the mid-eighties. The UCD can be viewed differently 
depending on its usage. If the end user is observed during his work it can be seen as 
part of the requirements elicitation or analysis phase. Another usage is to involve the 
user in the design process using different psychology-based models of the user’s 
cognitive behavior. The most important thing is to in an early stage determine who the 
actual user is. The user can be the end user or other users in the organization, such as 
managers at different levels. End users and managers have different aims and goals as 
end users wants to feel that the new system facilitates their work and makes it more 
efficient or at worst case at least as efficient as the existing system. The managers, on 
the other hand, wish to see that the efficiency of their organization is not diminished 
and that the new solution is cost effective, safe and reliable.  

 
 The fundamental in design is to understand the underlying product requirements 

and in doing that, the usage and the user must be understood. It is also credible to 
analyze contemporary systems to discover design issues. According to J. Preece “the 
essential principles are to make user issues central in the design process, to carry out 
early testing and evaluation with users and to design iteratively”.  

 
Research has also shown that an important way to enable user centered principles 

in the interface is to provide personalization and customization in the interface design, 
[24]. But according to J. Kramer et al. “A designer, who sets out to personalize an 
existing application, or to build a new personalized application, is poised to make the 
classic error of putting technology before the needs of the end users”. In the article 
about personalization a variant of the UCD is accounted for, that enables the design 
team to mass-customize a product, i.e. that applications holds information about the 
personal preferences of the user letting the application become personalized. [24] 
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There are six principles that define UCD. According to IBM’s model, [33], they 
are: 

 
1. Set business goals. Determining the target market, intended users, and 

primary competition is central to all design and user participation. 
 

2. Understand users.  A commitment to understand and involve the intended 
user is essential to the design process. If you want a user to understand 
your product, you must first understand the user. 

 
3. Assess competitiveness. Superior design requires ongoing awareness of 

the competition and its customers. Once you understand your users' tasks, 
you must test those same tasks against competitive alternatives and 
compare their results with yours. 

 
4. Design the total user experience. Everything a user sees and touches is 

designed together by a multidisciplinary team. This includes the way a 
product is advertised, ordered, bought, packaged, maintained, installed, 
administered, documented, upgraded and supported.  

 
5. Evaluate designs.  User feedback is gathered early and often, using 

prototypes of widely ranging fidelity, and this feedback drives product 
design and development. 

 
6. Manage by continual user observation.  Throughout the life of the product, 

continue to monitor and listen to your users, and let their feedback inform 
your responses to market changes and competitive activity. 

 
The six principles help the design of user centered systems to recognize the 

organizational as well as the locale needs as well as keeping focus on the whole work 
situation and not on some perceived problems. [33] 

 

8.2 Task Analysis 
 
The term task and the concept of task analysis have given roles in user-centered 

design but in different shapes. Several different types of task analysis techniques has 
been developed, focusing on different aspects of tasks, such as the ease of learning a 
task, the task structure and for example the knowledge required for accomplishing a 
specific task [34]. The definition and meaning of task analysis is according to T.B 
Sheridan:”Task analysis means the breakdown of overall tasks, as given, into their 
elements, and the specification of how these elements relate to one another in space 
and time”. This terminology denotes that some hierarchical breakdown of tasks is 
usually helpful and even necessary [19]. For example, the complete task or job is often 
refereed to as a mission, and to complete this mission a sequence of sub tasks must be 
carried out, hence a complete task must be broken down in sub tasks in order to 
understand the consequences it may bring to the environment. The general forma of 
task analysis is often described from a perspective including three main entities, they 
are: goal, task and action. As described by J. Preece, a goal may be defined as a 
specific state of a system that the human wishes to achieve. A goal can for example be 
to conduct and write some kind of letter or mail. A typical goal can be accomplished in 
many ways and by using different kinds of instrument, methods, techniques or tools. 
[34] For example, writing a mail can be achieved by using a computer and a mail 
program, by using a typewriter or simply by using pen and paper.  
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J. Preece claims that it is only once a device has been chosen to achieve a goal that 

the task necessary to accomplice the goal may be understood. This fact has to do with 
the logical structure and functioning of the device, hence, by the way is has been 
designed. So the task is actually the necessary activity involving the use of the method 
and device that is required in order to achieve the goal. A task can be defined as a 
structured set of activities that have to be performed in some sequence. The method or 
device that is used to perform the task involves at some point the human to interact 
with the device by performing some kind of action or operation. As stated by J. Preece, 
actions are also known as ‘simple tasks’ that does not involve any typical problem 
solving. [34] The structure is illustrated below in figure 6. 

 
 

 
                 Figure 6. Task analysis example. [34] 

 
 
As stated earlier and as pictured by figure 6. Task analysis involves and is best 

described as a decomposition of goals into sub goals and tasks into sub tasks as the 
user travels up and down the hierarchy of operation in an attempt of achieving a goal. 
However, goals, tasks and actions will differ depending on people differences in terms 
of previous experience, knowledge and on their perception and conception of the 
typical system that is involved [34]. 

 

8.2.1 Hierarchical Task Analysis 
 
The very aim of hierarchical task analysis is to describe, illustrate and treat the 

tasks as a hierarchy of operation and plans [34]. An external- (often human) or 
internal- (system) based goal is often represented as a state of the system and is at the 
top of the hierarchy. The system state of the goal is achieved by performing one or 
several tasks and subtasks which in turn is accomplished by the performing of 
operations. The operations are considered to be the lowest units in the hierarchy 
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beneath the level of subtasks, task and finally the specific goal. This hierarchical way 
of analyzing tasks grows mature in the early 1970’s and is one of the well-known 
forms of task analysis. There are according to J. Preece many different forms of 
hierarchical task analysis in use but the basic concept is to construct a graphical 
representation of the task that contributes to the fulfillment of the goal and this state of 
the system. J. Preece states that the method is concerned with and involves an iterative 
process for identifying tasks, categorizing them, breaking them down into subtasks and 
finally a validating phase takes place that involves the verification of the entire task 
decomposition. The process can be described in three stages [34]:  

 
• Starting the analysis: The main task and the goal of the work must first be 

specified and should be broken down in between four and eight subtasks. 
These subtasks must then be structured and drawn out in order to ensure 
that they are logically and technically correct and that no one is missing.  

 
• Progressing the analysis: The level of detail must be settled in this stage 

in order to decide upon the required point to stop the task decomposition. 
Additionally, a decision must be made regarding whether to continuo by 
analyzing each subtask in turn to the required death or to work with each 
level after level and analyze each subtask in a level perspective. The type 
of task numbering convention and diagram form must also be decided 
upon in this stage.  

 
• Finalizing the analysis: This stage involves the verification of the analysis, 

which aims to ensure that the decomposition and the numbering of the 
tasks are consistent and complete. 

 
A final recommendation presented by J. Preece is to present the entire analysis 

material to someone that is familiar with the specific tasks in the task analysis data, 
this in an attempt to check for data consistency in the task material that has been 
discovered [34]. 

 

8.2.2 Cognitive Task Analysis 
 
The basic differences between hierarchical and cognitive task analysis concerns 

the perspective of how task are observed and represented. Cognitive task analysis is in 
contrast to hierarchical task analysis concerned with the capturing of the knowledge 
and the representation of that knowledge people have when completing a specific task. 
According to J. Preece, the aim of cognitive task analysis is to inform the design 
process trough the application of cognitive theories [34]. As we have described above, 
the performing of a task involves a series of different actions that has to be 
accomplished. Some of these actions are physical, (operating a cursor or pressing a 
keyboard), but some of them are mental, or cognitive operations [34].    

 
An example of this can be the recalling of previous stored knowledge when 

operating a new version of a system. This fact leads us to the very essence and rational 
of cognitive task analysis that P. Johnson in “Psychology, Task Analysis and software 
Engineering” has defined as: “In all cases (of cognitive task analysis), there is a clear 
belief that people structure their knowledge of tasks in a particular way. There is a 
further belief that this task knowledge can be analyzed, modeled and predicted”. P. 
Johnson also means that the specific task knowledge human posses is an important 
subset of their knowledge and should be considered when designing and developing 
software systems. [22] There are several different types of cognitive task analysis 
techniques; one of the most well known models named GOMS deals primary with the 
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effectiveness of the task and it’s action mapping. The essence and the rational for this 
method will further be described in the following sections. 

 

8.3 Goal Oriented Design, and GOMS 
 
As written by Alan Cooper in “About face: the essentials of user interface 

design”, very little software is consciously designed. The software that is, is often 
designed from the programmer’s point of view, sometimes the marketing department 
and occasionally from the user’s point of view. None of these ways of designing 
reflects the user’s goals. It is the designer’s foremost task to reveal these goals and this 
is not an easy task since there are very few users that are aware of their goals. [6] 

 
The tasks that users perform differ from their goals and the difference is enormous. 

A task can be to enter information into a database using some kind of data-entry 
program. This is the task the user focuses on. The user’s goal would in this case be to 
transfer data from one media to another. A program that extracted the data from for 
example an invoice system and automatically stored it in a database would be better 
suited to achieve the goal. [6] 

 
“A good design will not make the user look stupid – a good design makes the user 

more effective”. [6] 
 
Software design is the activity in the development process that is responsible for 

achieving the user’s goals. In other words, this is the phase where it is decided what 
the program would do, what it will look like and how it will communicate with the 
user. Hence, user interface design is included in this phase as a subset. [6] 

 
Alan talks about the gap in society between those who can assimilate the 

information technology and those who can’t.  He states that people in the software 
industry uses the term “computer literacy” and that the people who don’t have it will 
not be successful in this day and age. From our point of view, (probably shared by 
Alan as well), we see the task to overcome this gap as the major goal of user interface 
design. The user should not have to possess certain skills to use a program. The 
program should be designed in such a way that it makes the user feel that he can profit 
from it. [6] 

 

8.3.1 GOMS, (Goals, Operators, Methods and Selection Rules) 
 
GOMS is a technique to describe a computer-based task at a level of detail which 

yields predictions about user learning and performance [15]. It is an example of a 
formal HCI method, which can be used as a form of task analysis. There are several 
other related methods but GOMS is capable of providing more complete and detailed 
information than other methods [19]. This is in the context of providing information 
about the timing characteristics and microstructure of the different tasks. By assigning 
mean time to operators, GOMS predicts task duration. The method assumes that 
routine cognitive skills are a serial sequence of perceptual, cognitive and motor 
activities. Each of these actions has a time parameter that is independent of the 
particular task context and is constant across all tasks [19]. 

 
Additional possible ways to utilize the benefits of GOMS, (other than for 

analysis), are according to J. Preece:  
• to predict the quality of an existing system or a prototype, 
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• to check for consistency of methods (to ensure that similar goals are 
achieved by similar methods),  

• to check that the most frequent goals are achieved by relatively quick 
methods,  

• as a quantitative evaluation technique, and  
• to choose between alternative designs. [34] 
 

The basic step of GOMS is to identify a top level goal which the user wants to 
achieve. From the goal, a series of unit tasks are identified. These unit tasks are 
executed repeatedly until there are no tasks left. To achieve a goal, a method, which 
consists of a number of steps, is executed. In these steps either a low-level operator is 
called to perform an action, or a sub-goal is called to accomplish a subtask. An 
operator may be one of the following types: 

 
• Perceptual, e.g. reading a display. 
• Motor, e.g. moving and clicking a mouse, or 
• Cognitive, e.g. making inferences from available data. 
 

To achieve a goal, methods that consist of a series of sequential steps are 
performed. A step may do one of the following three things: 

 
• Invoke a new goal to be accomplished. In this case the method for that 

sub-goal is executed. 
• Invoke an operator, or 
• Invoke a memory operation such as storing or retrieving an item from the 

working memory or retrieving an item from long-term memory. [19] 
 
Because of the fact that there are situations where more than one method can be 

used to accomplish a goal, selection rules must be written. The selection rules decide 
which method is the most appropriate taking the following criteria into account: The 
current unit task, the current state of the user’s information, and the current state of 
external factors (e.g. the display interface). Another usage of selection rules may be to 
reflect the user’s preference for one type of operation over another. It is a 
recommendation that the selection rules over methods should be clear in a well-
designed interface [15]. The consensus of GOMS seems more to be a way to achieve 
goals more efficient than a clean method for HCI. Fulfilling goals fast and efficient 
does not mean that the interface design will be successful. 

 

8.4 Design Rationale 
 
The need for recording and communicating design decisions to many people has 

over the years due to the growing’s of software projects become more and more 
important. Hence, the many different people involved in a software project needs to 
know the reasoning or rational behind the design of that specific software [34]. For 
example, the maintenance department must be able to get an understanding and a 
description of the system structure and its purpose in order to keep the system running 
and dependable. Additionally, there are also others how will benefit from the 
knowledge regarding why the system design is the way it is. If the staff of the design 
team example wise is expanded, the new personnel must be informed and supplied the 
understanding on the rational behind certain design decisions. Research has also 
shown that design team members themselves also will benefit in terms of getting a 
deeper understanding of the system design when working with and explicit 
representation of the system design rational [34]. According to J. Preece, another 
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advantage of having a design and its decisions recorded is that the resulting outcome 
can be reused.  

 
The usage of design rational is also very beneficial from a safety and usability 

perspective since changes to a specific interface often will be made. It is in 
circumstances like these helpful to know the reasons underlying the original design so 
that important safety and usability issues are not overseen or sacrificed [30]. 
Furthermore and as described by J. Nielsen, the design rational can help in maintaining 
user interface consistency across the software system and between successive product 
versions [30]. Finally, the outcome of the design rational can also be used to prove 
system safety in terms of demonstrating consistency and coherence in the decisions as 
well as showing regulatory authorities that sufficient attention has been paid to 
particular design issues [21]. Summing up, the importance and the general concepts 
behind design rational are best described in “Design Rational: Concepts, Techniques 
and Use” by T. P. Moran et al. as: “Design rational is important because an artifact 
needs to be understood by a wide variety of people who have to deal with it. “This 
variety of people ranges from those who design and build it”… “to those who sell and 
service it”…” to those who actually use it” [28]. 

 

8.4.1 Capturing Design Rationales 
 
There exist several techniques and methods for capturing design rationales. Many 

of them has been criticized as too time consuming and inefficient in terms of the 
amount of time people put in what people actually can take out, in other words what 
people might gain from the process. We have chosen to demonstrate one technique 
that we found appropriate when designing interfaces with usability and safety in mind 
because of its adoptability, which enables design support in many environments. The 
approach is called Design Space Analysis and uses a semiformal notation called QOC 
(Question, Option and Criteria), to represent the design space around a design artifact. 
Another reason why we thought Design Space Analysis appropriate is that it takes 
account of justifications for the design that reflects considerations as for example 
consistency and other issues coupled to usability and safety concerns [28]. Finally, the 
methodology supports the general concepts within design rational by providing an 
explicit representation enabling people to reason about the design and the 
consequences of change to it and enabling communication between the people 
involved in the development process of the particular software system [28]. 

 

8.4.2 Design Space Analysis 
 
T.P. Moran et al. describes in “Design Rational: Concepts, Techniques and Use” 

that, “an important way to understand a design artifact is to compare it to how it might 
otherwise be”. The typical outcome of what is normally considered a design process is 
a design artifact that more or less contains a specification or a blueprint for 
implementing and constructing the specific product that has been designed [28]. These 
typical specifications represent often the designers settled decisions regarding the 
product, but hardly contain (in a broad perspective) any of the designers thinking, 
reasoning and argumentation behind and for these decisions. These above, as we see it, 
major lacks in a typical static blueprint design-specification are something that the 
method of Design Space Analysis can provide solutions and remedy for. According to 
T. P. Moran et al., the concept of the analysis is that it “…places an artifact in a space 
of possibilities and seeks to explain why the particular artifact was chosen from these 
possibilities” [28]. T.P. Moran et al. describes that the intentions with the Design 
Space Analysis is to create a structured representation of design alternatives and 
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considerations for choosing among them [28]. Different choices will result in different 
possible artifacts, which inevitably will lead to fulfillment of the above-mentioned 
consideration, the fact that an artifact is understood in the context of, and its 
relationship to, possible alternative artifacts [28]. Additionally, research has also 
showed that designers is actively encouraged to explore alternative designs when 
working with this methodology, resulting in not just a detailed artifact including the 
“whys” and “wherefores” of a design, but also, as stated by J. Preece, “better quality 
design since the designers will have explored many more alternatives” [34].  

 
As mentioned in the previous section, Design Space Analysis uses a semi formal 

notation called QOC (Question, Option, Criteria) to represent the design space around 
the design specification. The general constitutes of QOC are “Questions identifying 
the design issues, Options providing possible answers to the questions and Criteria for 
assessing and comparing the options” [28]. The notation of QOC was originally 
developed by Rank Xerox (Allan MacLean) and seeks to identify the key questions 
that must be addressed during interface development [21]. As illustrated in figure 7a & 
7b, the construction of a rationale is produced by linking the options to the questions 
that they answer. The criteria are positive objectives, which are used to make a 
distinction between different options by arguing for or against the different ones [34].  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 7a. Example on QOC-template.        Figure 7b. Example of a QOC-diagram in use. 

 
The criteria that strengthen or weaken options are linked by using solid or broken 

lines. A solid line between an option and a criteria indicates a positive relationship 
whereas a doted line indicates a slightly negative relationship, hence, the criteria is not 
supported by the specific option. C. Johnson describes that the general aim of the QOC 
diagrams are to support the decision procedure in a design process by representing the 
reasons for and against design options [21]. The method is also highly applicable when 
designing for safety due to the justifications for the options that is supported in the 
diagram. For example, the diagrams can be used to record the key questions that 
carefully must be considered during interface development. The designers must 
thereafter identify and record the various options that are considered solutions to these 
questions. The design decisions can then be guided by the criterion that has been 
discovered to either weaken or give strength to a specific option that in turn will lead 
to a description of a rationale for the design decision [21]. It is these rationale 
descriptions that further on will explain why an interface was developed in a particular 
way. These descriptions can also be handed to safety assessors in an attempt to verify 
whether the design decisions are valid. The primary aim in this stage is to seek for 
weaknesses in the underlying rational, which in turn will force the designers to review 
and revise the overall design plan before the interface is approved for service [21].  
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As stated by C. Johnson, the use of semi formal notations as QOC does not 

guarantee the implementation of safe user interfaces. It is possible for the designer to 
select a poorly supported option even if other better-supported options are available 
[21]. It is also possible that the designer will use criteria inconsistently by supporting 
an option in one context and weakening it in another. Additionally, different criteria 
can have different weight or importance depending on the context and usage, 
something that must be considered very carefully when making safe design decisions 
[34]. However, the technique result in a thorough coverage of important design issues 
supporting the design process in various way from reasoning and reviewing to 
managing, documenting and communicating [28]. 

 

8.5 Summation 
 
Starting with UCD, (User-Centered Design), we have discussed its benefits of 

focusing on people, their work and environment and how technology can best be 
deployed and designed to support them. This is supported by the literature of J. Preece 
[34]. UCD is a fundamental HCI concept which employs a rapid iterative design 
process with comprehensive evaluations. The concept is based on the importance of 
involving users in the process and not focusing on the technology because after all, it 
is the users who will use the final product. 

 
As described above, one vital part of UCD is Task Analysis. It is important to 

understand that Task Analysis can not be considered as an ordinary analysis but is 
instead a method that captures and describes the actual procedures of a particular 
performed task. This is as mentioned above described in goals, tasks and actions. It is 
also important to clarify that Hierarchical Task Analysis describes what actually 
happens and not what should happen. We have mentioned two alternative ways of 
performing a Task Analysis. The first method involves the hierarchical way of 
observing tasks. The second method involves a completely different viewpoint when it 
comes to how tasks are observed. We believe that it takes the HTA one step further in 
not only analyzing what is done but also why, (in a cognitive perspective that is). One 
method that utilizes the latter technique is GOMS.  

 
As written in the section of GOMS, the technique is very versatile and can be 

useful in many ways. Not only is GOMS useful for designing new interfaces, but also 
for evaluating existing products and to check that the most frequent goals are achieved 
in a comparative efficient manner. However, the techniques of task analysis are 
generally considered to be time consuming and difficult to use. The motivation for 
using these methods is that they yield a highly thorough result and if the result should 
be thorough, much time has to be invested. 

 
Another valuable technique for analyzing performance, and that also involves 

safety, is the Design Rationale. The benefits of this method are that it yields 
justifications on design choices that are made in the process. These rationales are then 
used to prove for instance consistency and coherence throughout the entire artifact and 
that sufficient attention has been given to specific design decisions. As mentioned 
above, this is important in various ways: From reasoning and reviewing to 
documenting and communicating the design to a variety of people. The notation for 
representing the design space and the exploration of alternative designs is as described 
above called QOC. It is described in the literature as functioning well in theory, but 
less examples of successful practical appliance are accounted for. One example of a 
company adopting this notation is, among other large unmentioned companies, Boeing 
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[21]. There are several benefits with Design Rationale and the usage of the QOC 
notation. However, it is important to mention that one major risk in using the QOC 
notation is that the approach may not capture essential information due to a poorly 
performed pre-analysis. We believe that with this approach, the possibility of finding 
safety issues in the design increases. It is however important to clarify that using this 
technique does not guarantee safety in the implementation. The designers that use this 
method must be aware of safety issues in order to obtain safety. Other risks are 
addressed by C. Johnson in “Documenting the design of safe-critical user interfaces” 
as:  “The QOC approach to design rationale does not capture the possibility that an 
option will fail to deliver its promised benefits or conversely will avoid potential 
problems” [21].  
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9 DESIGN METHODS RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
This chapter describes the TSAR method for designing interfaces. The chapter 

begins with describing the purpose and intentions of the method. Then the problem 
area that the method is supposed to function in is described in form of the issues we 
have found in the case studies and in the literature. After this the TSAR method is 
introduced, explained and finally discussed. Brief examples of usage are also included. 

 

9.1 Method Purpose and Intentions 
 
The main purpose for these recommendations is an attempt from the authors to 

develop a new method or refine existing ones and provide facilities to bridge the 
conflicts between usability and safety in the perspective of industrial interfaces. The 
method should consider issues in usability and issues safety as described in the 
following section. Another purpose is that it to be considered as a contribution to an 
area that is not so widely explored and documented in state-of-the-art literature and 
research.  

 
It is the authors’ intentions that the “method” shall not be considered as a software 

development process, nor should it be considered as mere guidelines. The intention is 
that the method should be treated as an adaptable design procedure that is scalable to 
fit as a part of any size of software development project or industry. It should also be 
versatile in other environments that are engaged with HCI development.  

 

9.2 Allocated Issues 
 
In this section we will describe several issues we have found during our studies 

and analysis. The first part will account for key issues that were found and the last part 
will account for key principles derived from both theory and case study analyses that 
we consider highly valuable and therefore should in some fashion be represented in the 
method described in the following section, (TSAR).  

 
1. The major way to guide the user into not committing errors is to design the 

system so that the user becomes a part of the system/process and not only 
its monitor.  

 
2. The user and the system should work in such a symbiosis that the operator 

is in control and also feels that the system is there as a supporting 
resource. Consequently it is also important that the user and system both 
are aware of what tasks, moments, responsibilities and support are 
expected from this cooperation.  

 
3. We must accept the fact that errors occur and instead design the system to 

handle these errors in an acceptable manner. A solution to this is to not let 
the system be observant on errors but instead focus on that all operations 
are made in a correct fashion, accepting that errors always will occur and 
thinking of errors as the complement to correct operation. This line of 
thinking is further described under section 5.7. 
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4. Apart from presenting errors and possible solutions we must also present 
errors that cannot be handled by the system. An example on these errors is 
the unforeseen errors.  

 
5. It can be awkward to measure usability characteristics to evaluate the 

product. Before that is done, the product has to be designed with usability 
in mind. The fundamental step is to understand the user and the 
environment.  

 
6. The mental model the user has of the situation must be interpreted into 

design principles that when implemented does not encumber the user’s 
work process but instead enhances it. 

 
We have identified, with respect to the discovered issues above, the following 

attributes which should be supported in the method described below. The key 
characteristics are marked in italic font. The method should support possibilities to 
Explore Design Alternatives to avoid possible conservative thinking, prevent historical 
problems and support decision-making about whether the historical design decisions 
are good enough or not. Another reason is that the design does not become locked after 
one decision is made since there are alternative choices. We have discovered that 
Consistency in the design process is beneficial. It is vital to reflect a consistent design. 
Consistency in interface design is a characteristic that is strongly supported by both 
literature and our case studies. Another valuable characteristic is Adaptability. 
Adaptability should be provided to the interface in terms of keeping the interface 
adoptable to users and hardware, that is that the software should follow and support the 
process structures from the hardware and take into account that users have individual 
routines that may differ when carrying out specific tasks. Our studies show that User 
Involvement is a vital factor for success in both the development process and the 
operation of the specific system. User involvement has the aims of achieving good 
mental models and software satisfaction from the perspective of the users. This in its 
turn will inevitably lead to an effective system and eventually software success. The 
process of design should involve the possibility to continuously evaluate the interface, 
which we refer to as Evaluability. The term evaluability should also include the 
process of easily justifying design decisions for the interface. To do this, certain 
principles should be stated and followed including the involvement of User Feedback. 
We have also found a need to facilitate Re-use of Design Patterns and their 
fundamental decisions. This can be done by using design patterns and Attached 
Processes. The attached process includes for instance documentation of the design 
decisions that were made for specific objects, keeping the design consistent and easy 
to evaluate. Features such as mental support for process orientation, support for 
infrequent procedures and support in alert situations should be included as to increase 
Safety. At last the method should have the possibility to locate conflicts between safety 
and usability, and make the designer aware of them, in order to make decisions so that 
the conflicts get solved in an as perfect balance as possible.  

 

9.3 TSAR (Task and Safety Analysis Rationale)  
 
We intend to start this section by accounting for how we came to the conclusions 

of our method. The first step was to study which of the characteristics were supported 
by the methods described in the previous chapter. We simply made a matrix with the 
methods on the y-axis and the characteristics on the x-axis, (see Appendix A). We 
marked the intersecting instances of methods coupled to the allocated characteristics 
with a number and could in that way read the number of issues solved by the methods. 
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We noticed that some of the characteristics and methods were depending on each 
other, (re-use, safety, consistency, adaptability, design patterns, user involvement and 
evaluability), and they therefore became cross-referenced. This resulted in a more 
thorough decomposition of the characteristics and they were distributed over the 
methods that included them in degrees of relevance. Other analyzes were made on the 
methods to find out for instance the value of the area of usage of the specific method 
and its semantics. We analyzed and evaluated the methods aided by the background of 
the theoretical and case studies to see which characteristics were covered by which 
method, what problems could be solved using the method and how good the method 
was at solving them. After that we calculated the average of unique usage of a certain 
method for solving a certain problem associated with that method. This, together with 
the number of issues solved by a certain method, resulted in the architecture of our 
method.  

 
We found that the base for our method was best chosen to be the UCD since the 

philosophy of that method facilitates awareness of most of the underlying issues in the 
discovered characteristics. It is important to state that only the philosophy of UCD and 
not the entire method itself is being used. The first two stages are taken from the UCD, 
[33] also described under section 8.1: User Centered Design.  

 
Market Definition: Consists of defining the users and to determine the core user 

needs and wishes that must be fulfilled for the product to succeed. Examples of 
methods for conducting this step might be to ask target users to list and prioritize their 
needs and identify current solutions they use and prefer.  

 
Task Analysis: Identify and understand the users' goals and tasks, the strategies 

they use to perform the tasks, the tools they currently use, any problems they 
experience, and the changes they would like to see in their tasks and tools. We suggest 
that a hierarchical task analysis is conducted in this stage since the analysis allows the 
design to be well-structured and easily overviewed, locating the general tasks. We do 
not want the analysis to yield a too detailed description of the sub-tasks coupled to the 
general tasks since detailed hierarchical task analysis hinder the producing of design 
alternatives. Additionally the analysis focuses on the actual tasks rather than how the 
tasks ought to be carried out. The analysis should be carried out as described in section 
8.2.1 setting a level of detail that is needed for the specific component in the interface 
that is developed.  

 
 
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 8.  In the task analysis goals 
are first identified and then the tasks, 
subtasks and actions. All tasks are 
numbered to show the order of 
sequence. The tasks are described 
separately. Another valuable 
recommendation derived from 
usability engineering is to quantify 
the usability goals in order to be able 
to test them in a more reliable 
manner. 
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As a third stage a Hazard Analysis is conducted in an attempt to reveal the tasks 
that may involve safety issues. In other words, considering which parts of the system 
are sensitive to user errors in a safety perspective including interfaces between system 
components and the interfaces between the system and its operators. Its purpose is to 
examine system and subsystem interfaces to verify if the requirements for these parts 
comply with the safety criteria. Additionally it is also vital to analyze if the safety is 
degraded by normal operation of the system. Finally, to seek possible combinations of 
independent, dependent and simultaneous hazardous events or failures that could cause 
hazards. The major purpose, according to N.G. Leveson, of the hazard analysis is to 
“recommend changes and controls and evaluate design responses to safety 
requirements” [26].   

 
Once the hazards have been identified the fourth stage is invoked. We suggest that 

a Design Space Analysis is used to explore alternative designs for the areas in which 
possible hazards reside. In doing so, the designer has the possibility to rationally 
justify the design decisions using a QOC-diagram to model the design alternatives. In 
the analysis, the aspects of safety are weighed against the aspects of usability and the 
most optimal solution is selected. The result of the DSA is then forged to the outcome 
of the Task Analysis to complete the analysis phase. It may be recommended to apply 
the design space analysis procedures on other tasks than those who contain hazards, to 
explore design alternatives, if the design creativity stagnates. The philosophy of User 
Centered Design is to involve the user as much as possible, especially in evaluating the 
results of the identified design. We therefore recommend that users are involved in 
evaluation of the design before the fifth stage is initiated. This is vital to prevent 
unnecessary rework procedures. The outcome of the evaluations should determine 
whether to iterate a stage or not.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 9. A risk is identified among 
the tasks coupled to goal 3. Further 
analysis shows that task 12 
contains a possible hazard. A 
Design Space Analysis is initiated 
for task 12 and a QOC-diagram is 
constructed showing three 
alternative options of 
implementation and the four 
criteria for the options. It is now 
the designer’s responsibilities to, in 
respect to the criteria, determine 
the most suitable design for the 
task. 
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The fifth stage involves identifying possible design patterns, e.g. similar 
components in the design that can be re-used in the implementation. According to I. 
Sommerville, design patterns are fundamental in successful design reuse [40]. (In the 
example, figure 10, the identified pattern is chosen merely to illustrate the concept.) As 
the figure text to figure 10 describes, this procedure saves effort in several economical 
aspects and helps maintaining consistency in the design. By the time this stage is 
reached, the design should more or less be determined.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

9.4 Summation 
 
Before we motivate and discuss TSAR, we would like to present a simplified 

example of usage where the method is used to bridge the conflict of usability and 
safety in an issue found at Tetra-Pak.  

 

9.4.1 Example and Walkthrough of TSAR 
 
Based on the level of knowledge about the companies and their products, we have 

chosen to illustrate an example of applying our method with an example taken from 
the case study at Tetra-Pak as input. As described in the Tetra-Pak case study, the way 
Tetra-Pak has chosen to handle access control is by implementing a mechanism that 
grants access per graphical interface. Hence, the graphical interfaces are distributed 
and not stored locally at the workstation. This results in a possibility for the operators 
to access every interface that they have the rights to operate, from a workstation of 
their choice, to control the specific machine that is coupled to the chosen interface. 
One conflict that was revealed involved the distributed graphical interfaces and the 
access control of these interfaces. Herein lays the conflict. Irrespective of what 
workstation the operator logged in to, all interfaces he had the rights to access could be 
shown at that workstation. This entails that the machine controlled by the specific 
interface could be fully controlled from that workstation. This reality will increase 
usability in the perspective of accessibility and efficiency, described in the Tetra-Pak 
case study. Meanwhile it will decrease safety in the aspect since operators not present 
at the machine is able to operate it. This may lead to confusion of what machine is 
operated due to indirect information and other factors concerning awareness, also 
described in the Tetra-Pak case study. Since we wish to provide an overview that is 
easy to understand we have chosen not to include too much detail in the example. It is 
vital to inform the reader that this example begins between stage two and three with 
the task analysis already made. 

 
 

Figure 10. A design pattern is identified 
involving the tasks for reaching goals G2 
and G3.  This pattern should be 
documented as to describe inter-
component interfaces. The documentation 
should also describe the areas of usage, 
in- and outputs and the user evaluation 
results. When the component is 
implemented the test results may also be 
included. This documentation is 
referenced to as the attached process of 
the pattern. The pattern is then used to 
solve other similar goals in the software 
design. 
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As figure 11 describes a hazard has been identified in the tasks coupled to the 

operation of a distributed GUI. We found that starting a process can be done from a 
workstation that is not in the vicinity of a machine. This may result in damage to 
machines, product or staff and hence clearly a hazard. 

 

 
Figure 11. Task Analysis and Hazard Identification made.  
 
 
As TSAR recommends, a Design Space Analysis is made involving the 

construction of a QOC-diagram over the design alternatives. This is shown in figure 
12.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The diagram displayed in figure 12 illustrates the criteria that support the various 

options which may provide a solution to the question in the diagram. It is now up to 
the designer to decide which option is optimal for the system intentions, purposes and 
further its requirements. The option of viewing, starting and stopping a process from a 
distributed interface may impose a hazard if the operator unintentionally controls it 
from a workstation located at a different part of the facility. Hence, starting a process 
can be a hazard in this context. Since our main intention in this example is to design 
for safety, we have come to the rationale that the option of viewing and stopping a 
process in a distributed interface would be the most beneficial design decision since it 
both supports the criteria of safety for both staff and product and additionally that it 
supports accessibility.  

 

9.4.2 Discussion and Motivation 
 
 During our work, we have come to think of various issues concerning design and 

design methods. Before discussing any benefits and drawbacks with specific methods, 
it is important that the reader understands that it does not matter what technique or 
method is used when designing, if the designer does not have the knowledge and 
experience to make own valuable design decisions for the specific context. Methods 
and techniques obviously have their own problem areas which they are designed to 

Figure 12. QOC-diagram over 
the design alternatives. 
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solve. It is in the interest of the designer to make good design decisions and no method 
can do that for any designer, methods can merely facilitate and support the decisions. 

 
 Another relevant aspect and constraint is the amount of time and money that is 

assigned to the design phase. We believe, with support from the literature, that the time 
to create perfect software is never there [26]. It may be impossible to seek the goal of 
producing software that is free of requirements and implementation flaws. Neither is it 
possible to develop a methodology that will allow us to construct such perfect software 
[26]. However, the need for an efficient method that is able to support the design 
decisions is ubiquitous. It is also vital to see that if something is to be made in a safe 
way, there must be enough time for it. 

 
We have come to the conclusion of using this method because we believe that it 

handles the issues that we have described in section 9.2. Since the base of the method 
is the UCD, issues concerning user involvement are treated in a manner that is 
beneficial for both the designers and the end users throughout the process. We have 
found that communicating the design is very important and it is then vital that all 
parties speak the same language. From experience we know that drawing diagrams of 
tasks and describing the tasks and goals in plain text helps the user and designer to 
understand each other. We believe that the issues we revealed in section 9.2 are 
supported in TSAR since the parts of different methods that solve specific problems in 
an efficient manner works together in TSAR to solve the issues within the area of the 
thesis. We can only make assumptions, based on the theories and documentation from 
the methods we have evaluated, as proof on that it works since we have not conducted 
a practical field test with the method. On the other hand, the methods we have chosen 
to use have already been established and used for a relevant amount of time and have 
therefore proven their values.   

 
The main purpose of TSAR is to solve as many of the issues concerning the 

conflict between usability and safety as possible. The method solves this by being very 
User-Centered in its core. This in its turn leads to that the designer is forced to explore 
design alternatives through interacting with the users and applying safety and usability 
concerns that we have described in chapters five and six. The Design Space Analysis 
was particularly chosen for this purpose as it explores the design space, e.g. the 
different options a designer might have when designing a specific feature. It is a 
valuable method to visualize what options supports the most important criteria the 
design should contain. We have previously many times mentioned the tradeoff 
between safety and usability. Research has shown that one of the most important uses 
of Design Space Analysis, (QOC-diagrams), is to understand the tradeoffs between 
different requirements, such as safety and usability issues [28]. Visualizing these 
tradeoffs will help the designer to explore alternatives as to minimize the negative 
effects of such a tradeoff.  

 
As we see it this approach has its benefits in its ability to visualize hazards, 

exploring alternative designs, displaying a structured design diagram showing goals, 
tasks and actions. One of its strengths is that whatever the intentions of design are, e.g. 
safety, usability, efficiency, reliability, aesthetical properties etc, the method is 
versatile and adapts well to support any design and helps balance the tradeoffs between 
the intentions in a rational manner. It also contains the possibilities to evaluate the 
design since the design is supposed to follow the design diagram including the task 
diagram and any QOC-diagrams that may occur. Furthermore, the design can be 
justified with these diagrams and the rationales for the decisions. One possible 
drawback of TSAR is as a benefit of task analysis is that the design is very well 
structured, it takes at least the equal amount of effort in time to execute the method and 
produce a beneficial result. Additionally it is important to understand that to get as 
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valuable results as possible, experience in analysis techniques and their values is 
required. It is also a difficult task to utilize any of Design Rationale and Hierarchical 
Task Analysis, [34], and since TSAR embraces parts of them some experience from 
these techniques may be needed. As stated in section 8.4.2, the use of semi formal 
notations as QOC does not guarantee the implementation of safe user interfaces. It is 
as stated before, up to the designer to choose the most optimal alternative. The choice 
is not something the method will do for the designer. It can only provide stable 
background material for making an as beneficial decision as possible.  

 
We believe, with the circumstances stated above, that TSAR is more effective in 

its area than related methods, since it provides more structure to the design together 
with the fact that it provides design rationales and that it always keeps the user in 
focus. Furthermore it is easy to evaluate and test the design, verifying the design 
against the requirements, since it produces structured diagrams showing the design and 
justification diagrams showing design rationales. 
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10 DISCUSSION 
 

In this chapter we will discuss the conduct of writing this thesis. We intend to start 
with the outset of the research project discussing issues concerning the thesis problem 
description. After that we will finally discuss the tradeoff between usability and safety 
and our results according to that issue comparing it to the expected outcome of our 
thesis work.  

 
The point of origin for this thesis is the three questions in the problem description. 

Where does one set the balance point between usability and safety and must there be 
one? Is it possible to produce a system that possesses all the aspects of the attributes 
safety and usability in an industrial environment? During our work we have come to 
the following answers to the questions. The answer to where to put the balance point is 
not a straightforward answer. First of all, we believe that it depends on several 
different factors such as the experience of the designer. The designer is responsible for 
making the design decisions and as we have described earlier in the thesis, no method 
can make that decision for him. It is up to the designer to design for the specific degree 
of safety the software should implement and adapt the design so that safety and 
usability can function together without quality flaws. We believe that this insight 
demands some experience from industrial projects. The set of requirements and 
constraints on the software also plays a role in the balance. As this is quite obvious we 
will not discuss it further. However it is clear that even if a system does not have an 
obvious safety issue, some parts of the interface may have an indirect affection on 
other parts of the particular system that in their turn may put the system in a hazardous 
state. Another important factor is the purpose of the software. By this we mean the 
context of usage, environment and which users should operate it. As stated at several 
occasions in the thesis, engaging and analyzing the user and his environment is vital. 

 
The question of whether there must be a balance point or not is also dependent on 

various factors. In some cases there must be a balance point between the two because 
of the context of usage. How much shall the system do for the user? A simple example 
is the function for auto-saving or auto-correcting work in various applications. In a 
word-processor such as the one used for this thesis it is not seen as a hazard if the 
application alters misspelled words or saves the work in progress after a while without 
manual saving. This is merely simple and good usability. But in an industrial 
environment auto-correcting values given to a system without prompting the operator 
would be a clear safety hazard as it minimizes the user’s possibilities to learn the 
limitations of the system and worse yet, if the value is supposed to be the one provided 
and the system changes it, then it is the system that constitutes the hazard. In these 
cases it is obvious that some usability features should be diminished in favor to safety. 
Further reasons for this is more widely discussed in chapter five. Another aspect of 
setting the balance point is that in many cases it is important to try to make usability 
and safety walk hand in hand in order to obtain an acceptable degree of safety and yet 
provide good usability. One clear example of this is the monitoring issue described 
under various chapters of this thesis. In order to bring safety to this issue the system 
must be designed to interact with the user in a facilitating and usable manner. By this 
we mean that usability in some contexts will bring safety to the system.  

 
Is it possible to produce a system that possesses all the aspects of the attributes 

safety and usability in an industrial environment? This is a classical discussion 
question which we with background from our work and experience cannot explicitly 
answer due to the many factors and aspects involved in providing a direct answer and 
solution. It is plausible to believe that it is never possible to cover all aspects of the 
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two features since there are some conflicts present between them. However, it is the 
purpose of this thesis to show that the conflicts can be reduced or overcome or its 
consequences can be diminished. We believe that TSAR, the resulting method of this 
thesis, has the abilities to work as a support in the design of industrial interfaces to aid 
the designer to keep the conflict in mind during the process of development. We also 
believe that TSAR possesses the abilities to give a fair picture of the process and user 
tasks involved with the user and usability in focus. Additionally, TSAR gives the 
designer the possibility to explore design alternatives so that the conflict between 
usability and safety may be solved by making the most valuable design decisions. We 
can only agree with the authors of “Applying the Locales Framework to 
Understanding and Designing” as they state: “There are no right or wrong solutions, 
only better or worse ones.” – Geraldine Fitzpatrick et al. [10] The most vital part of 
making design decisions is that a rational explanation to the decision is given and that 
the decision can be justified in the aspect of what is required. 
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11 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
 
We believe that the chosen research methodology has been beneficial to our 

particular research, since it has supplied us with the necessary tools for eliciting 
information, enabling us to search for answers to the questions in our problem 
description in cooperation with representatives the from industry. The structured and 
qualitative interviews with concerned parties in the industry have enabled us to 
pinpoint the problem areas and the solutions to them. Additionally, the literature 
studies have been another vital piece to complete the work.   

 
Writing this conclusion we reflect whether we could have done something in a 

different or better manner. The first thing that comes to mind is that if we had more 
time and more positive response from the industry we could have involved more 
companies in our case studies. We could also have involved the users of the 
companies’ products to investigate usability and safety issues from their point of view. 
Questionnaires could have been used as a complement to the interviews to cover more 
personnel involved in the design process resulting in a better comprehensive picture.  

 
The expected outcome for this thesis was to find a method that balances safety and 

usability when designing industrial interfaces. We also had the ambition to find a way 
to verify the design derived from this method, that is, with safety and usability in 
mind. We argue that by introducing the method and concept of TSAR to fill the gap 
between the existing methods of today, the expected outcome is theoretically 
accomplished with reference to the discussion and motivation under section 9.4.2. In 
contrast to theory, the method has not been used in a real project and is therefore not 
practically proven to work.  

 
However, we believe and predict that TSAR is useful and applicable to real 

projects since it is built on existing methods and theories that are proven to work in 
practice. This is an issue that can be addressed in future work. Another issue that can 
be addressed in future work is to enhance the method and to create a more detailed 
description of its different phases and stages. The method can also be refined to 
address different parties in the design process, for instance the method can be 
described from a strictly managemental point of view to provide the project leader of a 
specific design team with managemental routines, enabling him to easier run and 
manage the TSAR process. In contrast the method can also be described to better suit 
the personnel involved in different parts of the TSAR process. Other interesting issues 
to address are to investigate existing CASE-tools to see if there are any that supports 
the method in some manner. It would also be interesting to analyze and evaluate the 
efficiency of TSAR with or without support from this tool.  

 
The literature has demonstrated the importance of integrating software safety 

efforts as well as usability efforts. What astonishes us is that the references that cover 
these two efforts together are so few.  As we see it the references that really cover the 
efforts do not treat them in a sufficient manner other than verifying their existence. We 
believe that we have made a contribution to help bridge the conflict between usability 
and safety. It has become our belief that no system can be safe without usability and no 
system can be usable without safety.  
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